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DEDICATION 

Socrates: You know, Phaedrus, that's the strange thing about writing, which 
makes it truly analogous to painting. The painter's products stand before us as 
though they were alive, but if you question them, they maintain a most majestic 
silence. It is the same with written words; they seem to talk to you as though they 
were intelligent, but if you ask them anything about what they say, from a desire 
to be instructed, they go on telling you just the same thing forever. 

from R. Hackforth's translation of Plato's Phaedrus 

We are approaching the point where knowledge, having been wrung from nature, 

can be had for the asking through information technology. Anyone on earth will be able 

to learn as much as is known about a particular subject and be able to share one's own 

insights. The invention of writing allows us to read Plato's dialogs, but computerized 

information technology holds the promise of allowing something much closer to a 

conversation with Socrates. I suspect that day is farther off than it appears, but it will 

come. In the hope of using what I have learned in writing this dissertation as a foundation 

to help, in some way, to contribute to building such a vision, I dedicate this work to my 

wife, Mely, who sacrificed to prepare that foundation. 
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ABSTRACT 

The Southwest Watershed Research Center of the Agricultural Research Service has 

developed a Prototype Decision Support System (PDSS) which ranks alternative 

management systems on an individual field based on the returns to the farmer and the 

quantities of agricultural pollutants leaving the field. A method has been developed 

which complements the PDSS by extending the analysis to the whole farm, to consider 

whole farm resource availability as well as aversion to variations in returns and resource 

availabilities. The method can be used to determine whether or not farmers have the 

economic incentives needed to induce the adoption of the highly ranked management 

systems, and ifnot, the magnitude of the economic incentives needed can be estimated. 

11 

The method requires the definition of a representative farm, simulating the alternative 

management systems which are expected to address the major resource problems for 

which there are insufficient data, scoring those practices with the PDSS, and using an 

optimization model to determine the set of management systems which is both feasible 

and maximizes the area weighted score for the farm. This solution represents the socially 

preferred set of management systems when offsite effects are taken into account. A 

similar optimization model with a symmetric quadratic formulation is solved to 

determine the set of management systems a risk averse, profit maximizing farmer would 

prefer. By comparing the two solutions, the possibility of promoting management 

systems which can both improve farm income and reduce off site damage can be 



determined. The cost to the farmer of adopting the management systems for their offsite 

benefits can also be estimated. 

12 

An example for a 243 hectare farm from the deep loess hills in western Iowa was 

examined to consider farm income, sediment yield, nitrogen and atrazine emissions. The 

preferred management system from both the farmer's and society's points of view 

included a com soybean rotation, no till tillage, and atrazine. Depending on the 

importance of controlling nitrogen emissions to the decision maker, the cost to the farmer 

(the required economic incentive) for limiting nitrogen loading to the desired level could 

reach $10/ha. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Management has been defined as the art of making critical decisions based on 

inadequate information. As an extension of that definition, watershed management is the 

art of managing watersheds based on inadequate information. A central problem in 

watershed management therefore, is to improve the information on which decisions are 

based. It is the role of science to provide data, knowledge and understanding as the basis 

for the technology which provides information about the consequences of management 

decisions, both decisions made by the land manager and those made by society to 

influence the land manager. As in all matters, however, the application of science and 

technology comes at a cost, and resources should not be used where the benefits from the 

application of those resources are exceeded by their cost. 

There is cause for cautious optimism in hoping that a better job can be done of 

managing watersheds than has been done, or indeed, had been possible in the past. Our 

scientific understanding has increased, new conservation technologies have been 

developed and the ever decreasing cost of computing power makes it more likely that we 

will be able to apply our scientific understanding of natural processes to better manage 

those systems for individuallandowner/manager goals and broader, social goals. 

There are three broadly held social objectives for watershed management: watersheds 

should be managed to provide a decent life for the people living on those watersheds; 

watersheds should be managed in a way which considers the people living off the 

watershed but who are affected by the land management on the watershed; and lastly, that 
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watersheds are managed in a way which will permit future inhabitants of the watershed to 

enjoy decent lives given foreseeable technology. This dissertation attempts to further 

progress toward the first and second of these objectives. 

Everyone would like farmers and farm communities to enjoy high standards of living. 

At the same time, nonpoint source pollution from agriculture is a growing problem for 

both rural and urban communities. Precipitation and irrigation water move pollutants 

such as sediment, fertilizers, and pesticides from agricultural fields into surface and 

groundwater supplies. Years of chemically intensive agriculture are exhausting the 

natural assimilative capacity of some water bodies. Land management practices in 

agriculture will have to be modified to preserve the quality of our water supplies in 

addition to providing food and fiber. 

Dealing with nonpoint source pollution is complicated by the fact that nonpoint 

source pollution is not a well-defined term. In fact, there is no legal definition of 

nonpoint source pollution, except that it is not point source pollution. Section 502(14) of 

the Clean Water Act (USEPA, 1993, p. 1-1) defines point source pollution as 

The term "point source" means any discernible, confined, and discrete conveyance, 
including but not limited to any pipe, ditch, channel, tunnel, conduit, well, discrete 
fissure, container, rolling stock, concentrated animal feeding operation, or vessel or 
other floating craft, from which pollutants are or may be discharged. This term does 
not include agricultural storm water discharges and return flows from irrigated 
agriculture. 



In this dissertation, nonpoint source pollution refers to sediment, fertilizers, and 

pesticides moved by precipitation and erosion into surface and groundwater from 

agricultural fields. In a seminal paper, Griffin and Bromley (1982, p. 548) point out that 

the key characteristic of non point source pollution is that it "cannot be practically 

measured by direct monitoring." The implication is that it is more difficult to develop an 

effective policy for abating nonpoint source pollution than for point source pollution 

because observed emissions cannot be used to enforce regulations or apply charges and 

subsidies. 

15 

The difficulty in developing an effective policy is important because damages from 

nonpoint source pollution are significant. The EPA has found nitrate at levels exceeding 

the health-based limit in 1.2 percent of community water system wells and 2.4 percent of 

rural domestic wells. One or more pesticides have been found in 10 percent ofthe 

community water system wells and 4.2 percent of rural domestic wells (USEPA, 1992; p. 

129). Surface water is also negatively affected by agriculture, leading to eutrophication 

in the case of excess nutrients and reduction in biological activity in the case of 

pesticides, or to human health risks if the water is part of a municipal water supply. 

Sediment damages recreation, water storage facilities, and navigation as well as 

increasing damages from floods. Sediment is also important because of its role in 

transporting adsorbed chemicals. Maintaining water quality in agricultural areas is a long 

term problem because water in the soil profile can contain high concentrations of 

agricultural chemicals from past applications. Those chemicals will continue to move 
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into surface and groundwater long after changes have been made in the amounts of 

agricultural chemicals applied (Onstad and Blake, 1980). Similarly, pollutants in surface 

water systems can be held in sediment and cause problems far removed from the original 

source of contamination for many years afterward. 

Nonpoint source pollution from agriculture is what economists term an "externality." 

Baumol and Oates (1988) define an externality to exist when someone's (water 

consumers) utility or production relationships contain variables (such as the 

concentrations of pesticides) chosen by others (farmers) without considering that person's 

welfare, and when no compensation is paid. When externalities exist there is a market 

failure. In the case of nonpoint source pollution, farmers do not bear the off-site costs of 

nonpoint source pollution as another cost of production, so they do not have the 

economic incentive to balance off site costs with onsite gains. Because of market failure, 

society is justified in exploring the possibility that governmental intervention could 

increase social well being. The social goal is to balance the off site social costs of the 

pollution from sediment and agricultural chemicals with the social benefits the 

agricultural chemicals provide in the form of increased yields and improved quality. 

Unfortunately, in order to redress market failure authorities typically need a 

tremendous amount of information. The stochastic nature of the climate interacts with 

farm production practices and site specific physical features such as soil characteristics 

and watershed geometry to determine the loading of sediment, fertilizers, and pesticides 

into surface and groundwater. Monitoring the concentrations of agrichemicals from all 
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agricultural land is clearly impractical, yet society cannot afford to ignore the potential 

threat to water and food supplies from nonpoint sources. 

As point source water quality problems are brought under control, nonpoint sources 

are becoming increasingly important in determining the overall quality of water supplies. 

According to the EPA (1992, P 10-7) 

In general, point source discharges decreased from 1973 to 1980, but this was more 
than made up for by large increases in nonpoint source discharges. The increase in 
nonpoint source discharges was driven primarily by agricultural discharges, which 
historically have accounted for the bulk of all nonpoint loadings. . . Finally, the data 
suggests that nonpoint sources account for the vast majority of all discharges of 
conventional water pollutants. This conclusion is backed by more recent research 
that found that nonpoint sources account for almost 100 percent of total sediment 
loadings, 84 percent of phosphorous loadings, and 82 percent of nitrogen loadings. 

The best current estimate of the severity of the nonpoint source pollution problem 

from agriculture is the 1990 EPA report to Congress (1992), which summarizes all of the 

reports made by individual states as required by Section 305(b) of the Clean Water Act. 

Agriculture is one of the causes of impairment of61% of the impaired river miles, 57% 

of the impaired lake acres, and 18% of the impaired estuary square miles. Total 

expenditures to control nonpoint source pollution have not been calculated, but currently 

roughly $3 billion is spent annually to control erosion by the Federal government for cost 

share, technical assistance, and research (Liu Chuang, NRCS, personal communication, 

1993). 

Programs to improve water quality in agriculture can be complex and restrictive. One 

example is the 1987 Chesapeake Bay Agreement between the District of Columbia, 
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Virginia, Pennsylvania, Maryland, and various federal agencies. The goal of the 

Agreement is to reduce the amount of nitrogen and phosphorus entering the Chesapeake 

Bay by 40% by the year 2000. Required reductions in agricultural loadings will exceed 

40% because they are the least costly measures and some other sources are 

uncontrollable (USEPA, 1992). 

Responsibility for maintaining water quality is shared by many. At the most 

immediate level farmers are aware that their own families are the most likely to feel 

health effects if water becomes contaminated. The primary legislation dealing with 

nonpoint sources includes the 1985 Food Security Act, the Water Quality Act of 1987, 

and the Food, Agriculture, Conservation and Trade Act of 1990. There are four 

conservation provisions in the 1985 Food Security Act. The first three provisions link 

federal farm program benefits such as crop price supports, credit, and crop insurance to 

the development and implementation of acceptable conservation plans. The most 

important provision affecting the selection of management systems on farms is known as 

"Conservation Compliance" and is discussed below. Two related provisions prevent 

conversion of grassland to cropland in the "Sodbuster" provision and the conversion of 

wetlands to cropland in the "Swampbuster" provision. The fourth conservation provision 

of the 1985 Act, is the Conservation Reserve Program (CRP). The CRP provides up to 

half the cost of converting highly erodible cropland into a permanent grass or tree cover 

and provides a cash payment for the 10 years the field is required to be kept out of 

production. 



The Clean Water Act of 1987 charges each state with the responsibility of managing 

the water within that state, subject to review by the EPA. As part of Section 208, State 

planning agencies must consider nonpoint sources in areawide waste management plans. 

The 1987 Act goes further, requiring states to specify Best Management Practices 

(BMPs) for the control of non point sources, but no ambient standards or deadlines to 

achieve those standards are specified. 
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The 1990 farm bill broadened the CRP to include fields likely to cause water quality 

problems as well as highly erodible lands. In addition, several innovative programs were 

introduced, although none of them are large scale projects (Ribaudo, 1992). The Water 

Quality Incentive Program will provide incentives to farmers in environmentally 

sensitive areas to adopt B:MPs. The Environmental Easement Program is designed to 

allow the USDA to purchase permanent easements to protect water quality. The 

Integrated Farm Management Program allows farmers to plant alternative crops on base 

acres without losing federal program benefits. 

As mentioned above, the most important legislation affecting the selection of farm 

management systems, as opposed to which land to expand into, is the Conservation 

Compliance Program, which requires management plans for land prone to erosion to have 

been approved by the end of 1989 and implemented by the end of 1994. The 

Conservation Compliance Program is also a logical mechanism for the implementation of 

other environmental legislation such as the Coastal Zone Management Act, when related 

to agriculture. Congress recognized the importance of water quality effects from 
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agriculture in the 1990 Farm Bill by requiring that water quality effects of management 

systems in the Conservation Compliance Program also be considered by the year 2000. 

Each state determines which practices are acceptable for the Conservation 

Compliance Program, but in general, the policies follow the paradigm of the Universal 

Soil Loss Equation or USLE (Wischmeier and Smitll, 1978). The USLE is an equation to 

determine annual soil loss of the form 

A = RKLSCP (1-1) 

where A is tons of annual soil erosion, R is a rainfall-runoff erosivity factor, K is a term 

for the erodibility of the soil, L and S are the length and slope factors of the field, while C 

and P are the controllable factors, with C relating to cover, and P as it relates to 

conservation practices. 

Land at risk of accelerated erosion, designated HEL for highly erodible land, has an 

erosion index of 8 or more where the erosion index, EI, is calculated by 

EI = RKLS 
T (1-2) 

where T is the tolerance level, or the acceptable annual amount of soil loss. The T values 

have generally been set at 5 tons per acre, although they are lower on some soils. A 

number of states have rules similar to the state ofIowa which requires that acceptable 

practices have a combined Cover and Practice (CP) factor in the USLE ofless than or 

equal to 0.07. Farmers will modify their management systems through measures such as 
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installing terraces or increasing residue cover until the CP factor is acceptable. The 

rationale is that, although a management system with an acceptable CP factor may not 

achieve the soil loss tolerance value, the farmer will have provided a reasonable effort to 

reduce erosion. 

The shift in focus from erosion control to water quality as the focus of conservation 

policy stems from economic estimates, such as those by Colacicco et al. (1989), which 

indicate that off-farm sediment damage may be almost twice as high as the on-farm 

damage from soil erosion. On-farm damage in the U.S. in 1982 was estimated at roughly 

$l.2 billion while off-farm damage was estimated at $2.2 billion (1980 $s). Controlling 

sheet and rill erosion is a worthy goal and necessary for the sustainability of agriculture. 

Limiting soil erosion will also limit sediment delivery from the field, although the USLE 

cannot estimate sediment delivery since it does not account for deposition or erosion 

from channels. If the offsite erosion damage from sediment is greater than the on-site 

damage, both objectives should be considered when selecting farm management systems, 

in addition to other potential pollutants such as agrichemicals. 

To include water quality considerations within the Conservation Compliance 

Program several changes are needed. First of all, a model other than the USLE is needed, 

at least one which can route sediment and other pollutants to the edge of the farmer's 

field. Secondly, a multiobjective method is needed to determine the effectiveness of 

different management systems on all of the potential pollutants. Conservation decisions 

should be made within a conceptual framework capable of considering tradeoffs between 
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conflicting objectives and which encourages the consideration of all information relevant 

to the selection of management systems. Lastly, if the focus shifts to off-farm effects, the 

farmers no longer have built in economic incentives to apply conservation measures, as 

they do in the case of soil erosion. 

Policies to improve water quality are needed even though the information necessary 

to control nonpoint source pollution often does not exist. If policies are too lax, off site 

damages will be greater than they could be. On the other hand, if nonpoint sources are 

controlled too strictly, the costs of agricultural production will rise and both agricultural 

producers and consumers could be worse off. The decreasing costs and growing power 

of information technology provide reason to think that a better job of controlling 

nonpoint source pollution is now possible than had been the case. Ideally, policies to 

deal with water quality problems would be customized to the needs of each individual 

field within a farm, rather than applied in a blanket fashion regardless of how well the 

policies fit each farmer's conditions. 

Problem Statement 

A conceptual model of the general economic problem of pollution control presented 

by Freeman et al. (1973) and displayed in figure 1 illustrates the information required to 

deal with pollution problems. To make the example concrete, consider a lake affected by 

a single pollutant for which the only way to reduce ambient concentrations in the lake is 

to reduce discharges from agricultural fields in the watershed. The upper right 
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Figure 1-1 The conceptual model of the problem of pollution control 
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quadrant shows the pollution problem for the lake. The total cost curve shows the total 

cost to society related to the ambient concentration of a pollutant in the lake, consisting 

of the sum of the total treatment and total damage cost curves. Society would like to fix 

the ambient concentration of the pollutant so that it corresponds to the point of minimum 

total cost on the total cost curve. While conceptually simple, the total cost curve is 

extremely difficult to compute. Damages often occur in ways that are not measured by 

markets. For example, the effects of the ambient concentration of a pollutant on 

recreation, human health, and biological productivity are very difficult to calculate. 
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Calculating a treatment cost curve is equally difficult. It can be thought of as the 

minimum cost needed to reduce the ambient concentration to a given level. For a lake 

suffering nonpoint source pollution from agriculture, the relations shown on the lower 

left and right quadrants of the figure would need to be calculated for each field 

contributing pollution to the lake. The ambient concentration in the lake is related to the 

discharge from the field by the transformation function shown in the lower right. The 

transformation function includes factors such as dilution and chemical transformations 

which determine how discharge from that field affects the ambient concentration of the 

pollutant in the lake. The lower left quadrant shows the relationship between damages 

and costs for an individual field and the discharge of the pollutant in question. If all of 

the contributing fields were operating at the point of minimum total cost, then the total 

cost curve for ambient concentrations would be at its minimum point as well. 

Because the calculation of the optimal concentration of all pollutants in a water body 

and the optimal discharges from each field is a huge undertaking, the most common 

approach is to determine a concentration deemed acceptable for human health and use 

that as a standard. This is a clear case in which the cost of collecting information affects 

policy. In the words ofBaumol and Oates (1988, p. 160), "the use of predetermined 

standards as an instrument of environmental policy recommends itself primarily because 

of the vast information required by the alternative approaches." By limiting the 

acceptable ambient concentration of a pollutant, limits are implicitly put on the discharge 

of pollutants from the farmer's field. The economic problem then is how to meet the 
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ambient concentration standard at least cost. It should be noted that the management 

system which meets the standard at least cost is not necessarily optimal, because it is not 

known if the standard itself is optimal. 

A necessary condition for meeting a standard at least cost is the equimarginal 

principle, or the idea that pollution reduction should occur until the cost of reducing the 

next unit of pollution is equal across all sources of the pollutant. If that condition is not 

met, the standard could be met at a lower cost by reducing the pollution from the cheaper 

source and allowing a more expensive source to increase pollution. Application of the 

equimarginal principle is complicated by the fact that the effects of changes on the water 

body of interest requires estimating the routing of the pollutants from all of the fields in 

the watershed. 

Information costs are significant in meeting standards at least cost because of 

differences in the physical and economic characteristics of each farm. Since discharges 

from individual fields cannot be monitored, treatments based on measured discharges 

cannot be applied. If nonpoint source pollution cannot be dealt within a site specific 

manner, there are likely to be excessive costs as some farmers adopt practices or bear 

costs in excess of the costs required for that site. The need for site specific information, 

in addition to the inability to monitor, has been recognized as an important characteristic 

of non point source pollution (USEPA, 1984, p. xiii): 



The basic approach taken by the Clean Water Act for managing point sources - that 
is, the application of uniform technological controls to classes of dischargers - is not 
appropriate for the management of nonpoint sources. Flexible, site-specific, and 
source-specific decision making is the key to effective control of nonpoint sources. 

An understanding of the economics of controlling agricultural water pollution on a 

particular field depends on the hydrology, since the movement of water also transports 

pollutants. A farmer has a number of means of holding water on the field in order to 

avoid polluting surface water. If more water is kept on the field, less sediment will be 
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transported off the field, and smaller quantities ofpoUutants adsorbed to the sediment or 

in solution will leave the field as well. Ignoring the off site costs of water pollution, there 

will be some amount of water which the farmer will want to hold on the field to meet the 

needs of the crops. When off site costs are considered, more water and pollutants should 

be held on the field than if only considering the farmer's profit. 

There are two basic tradeoffs which society must consider. First, reducing pollution 

from a field may have an economic cost to the farmer as he or she bears the cost of 

implementing the conservation measure. Second, there are tradeoffs among different 

types of pollutants. Soil conservation measures which keep a greater portion of the 

rainfall on the field may divert pollutants to groundwater. The quantity of sediment 

leaving the field can be reduced, but the overall risk of pollution from agricultural 

chemicals may be increased, especially if increased herbicide applications are required. 

A structured method which can consider all such tradeoffs simultaneously, which is 
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repeatable and makes explicit the values given to maintaining the quality of surface and 

groundwater would be a useful tool for improving nonpoint source water quality. 

Objectives 

The USDA is actively trying to control water quality problems from agriculture as 

part of the Water Quality Initiative (USDA, 1989). The primary goal of the Initiative is 

to: 

Provide farmers, ranchers, and foresters the knowledge and technical means to 
respond independently and voluntarily in addressing on-farm environmental concerns 
and related State water quality requirements. The Department plans to achieve this 
goal in a way that reduces the need for restrictive regulation, and in a manner that 
maintains agricultural productivity, avoids economic hardship, and sustains an 
economical and safe supply offood and fiber. 

With the primary objectives being 

Determine the precise nature of the relationship between agricultural activities and 
ground water quality. 

Develop and induce the adoption of technically and economically effective 
agrichemical management and agricultural production strategies to protect water 
qUality. 

The Southwest Watershed Research Center of the Agricultural Research Service is 

developing a Prototype Decision Support System (PDSS) for water quality in support of 

the Water Quality Initiative. The PDSS will focus on the second objective, by helping 

compare the effects of different management practices, given site-specific information for 

a particular field, using a number of criteria in order to rank management systems. The 

decision support system consists of a hydrologic simulation model linked to a budget 

generator and a program which will rank alternative management systems based on 



multiple objective decision theory (Lane et al., 1991; Yakowitz et al., 1993a). A 

simulation model is required as observed data relating the effects of alternative 

management systems to the quantities of pollutants leaving the field and on the water 

body of interest are generally not available. 
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The PDSS will rely on expert opinion to develop the score functions and importance 

order which will be used to rank alternative management systems. The PDSS is designed 

to allow the rapid interactive evaluation of score functions and importance orders, and 

could be used as a negotiating tool between farmers and downstream water users. The 

intention is to facilitate the ranking of alternative management systems from society's 

point of view, with particular regard to nonpoint source water quality problems. Farm 

income and pollutant emissions will be decision criteria, although any criteria which can 

be quantified could be considered as well. 

Because the ranking of management alternatives will be done with consideration of 

possible externalities, in at least some cases management systems which do well from 

society's point of view will be more highly ranked than management systems which do 

well from the farmer's point of view. In those cases, society as a whole would be better 

off if the farmer adopted a management system which is not in his own economic best 

interest. The problem then is how to induce the farmer to voluntarily adopt the 

management system which society as a whole would prefer. If a large number of farmers 

are to voluntarily adopt the management systems which reduce nonpoint source 



pollution, then adequate economic incentives to adopt those management practices may 

be required. 
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The primary goal for this dissertation is to develop a method to quantify the potential 

economic cost or benefit to the farmer of adopting a management system with water 

quality benefits compared to the current management system. In addition, the method 

will quantify the cost to the farm of adopting a management system which is in society's 

best interest. Adequate economic incentives to adopt alternative management systems 

are necessary, but not sufficient conditions, for the adoption of those systems. In 

addition to the site specific physical factors and off site effects considered in the PDSS, 

the method will also allow consideration of whole farm resource constraints and aversion 

to variation in returns and input availability. 

Specifically, the objectives of this dissertation are: 

1) Develop a method to determine the effect of risk aversion and whole farm constraints 

on the incentives facing farmers to adopt alternative management systems to improve 

water quality. 

2) Develop a method ofidentifying those land management practices which can be 

expected to meet a given standard for the primary nonpoint source water pollutants and 

estimate the cost to the farmer of meeting that standard. 



3) Develop a method to target extension efforts to control non-point source pollution. 

4) Implement the methods listed above in a computer program and validate the methods 

for a site. 
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Specific policies to reduce nonpoint source pollution will not be analyzed. Nor will 

an estimate be made of when farmers will adopt the preferred management system. This 

will be a comparative static analysis which will estimate the change from the current 

equilibrium to a different equilibrium point, but the process of reaching the new 

equilibrium will not be considered explicitly. 

Approach 

Because of all of the potential tradeoffs involved in nonpoint source water quality 

problems, the approach used will be broad and comprehensive, as is the PDSS, and 

consider a number of potential pollutants, rather than focusing on few potential 

pollutants. The simulation model used in this study is a modified version of the 

GLEAMS, or the Groundwater Loading Effects of Agricultural Management Systems, 

simulation model (Knisel et al., 1980; Leonard et al., 1987). The modifications were 

made to simulate nutrient leaching and crop growth in addition to those components 

already in GLEAMS: runoff, sediment, and agrichemicalloadings to the edge of the field 

and bottom of the root zone. A budget generator, CARE (Midwest Agricultural Research 
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Associates, 1988), has been linked to the simulation model to estimate farm income given 

the crop yield calculated in the simulation model. 

A mathematical programming model is built on the technical relationships of a given 

farm as estimated by the simulation model. The generic term mathematical programming 

is used because linear and nonlinear solution algorithms are used. The S-Plus 

programming language and the S+ Interface (Statistical Sciences, 1993) are used as a 

driver for the simulation model and for the mathematical programming models in the 

GAMS programming language (Brooke et al., 1988). A mathematical program, 

consisting of an objective function and a series of constraints, is an effective tool for 

analyzing the economic incentives facing individual farmers. If the objective function in 

the mathematical programming model reflects the farmer's objective(s), the parameters in 

the model reflect the farmer's perceptions and the constraints accurately reflect the 

technological possibilities and the physical, economic and policy environment in which 

the farmer operates, then, by solving the constrained optimization problem, the same 

management systems the farmer would prefer should be selected by the optimization 

model. 

A mathematical programming model can easily be reformulated to analyze the 

incentives to adopt alternative management systems for water quality. Constraints on the 

amounts of pollutants leaving the field are added to the model. If the new constraints are 

not binding, the original activities are still optimal and the constraint has had no effect. If 

the new constraints are binding, however, previously optimal solutions are no longer 



feasible a..'1d the best of the remaining feasible alternative management systems would be 

selected. The optimal solution to the reformulated mathematical programming model 

indicates which management system the farmer would adopt, and the levels of farm 

income which would be achieved. The optimization model is being used in a positive 

way, to say how farmers would react to an additional constraint, rather than in a 

normative way to say how farmers should react. 
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Two related math programming models will be developed, both at the farm scale, and 

both using the farmer's production constraints. One model will be solved for the social 

objectives (as quantified by experts using the DSS) and the second for the farmer's 

economic objectives. Analyzing the whole farm is more realistic than individual fields 

because there may be resources which cannot be used on all fields in the same year. 

Because a number of different management systems can be modeled, it is possible to 

analyze the risk facing the farmer and include risk aversion in the objective function. 

However, consideration of risk aversion requires a quadratic term in the objective 

function, which in tum requires a nonlinear programming solution algorithm. 

The form of the nonlinear programming model for the whole farm analysis from the 

farmer's perspective considering risk will be symmetric quadratic as described by Paris 

(1979). A symmetric quadratic model can consider profit maximization and risk aversion 

to both output prices and input availabilities. The symmetric quadratic programming 

approach is potentially useful for water quality because of the ability to analyze labor 



availability, which is key to the farmer's decisions about tillage methods, quantities and 

timings of fertilizer applications, and mechanical versus chemical weed control. 
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To determine the set of management systems which society would prefer to see 

adopted, a linear program will maximize the area weighted score, subject to the whole 

farm constraints. In other words, the model determines the area in each field in the farm 

to be put into each management system which would result in the highest average score. 

By adding constraints to the farmer's problem until the set of management systems are 

the same as the set in the solution of society's problem, an estimate of the quantity of 

each pollutant which should be controlled to give the farmer the appropriate incentive to 

adopt the management system which is in society's best interest can be made. 

In summary, there are six steps in the method for the analysis of a given farm. 1) A 

representative farm is defined. 2) Observed data are gathered or a simulation model is 

used to estimate income and pollutant emissions from alternative management systems 

for each field on the farm. 3) The PDSS is used to rank those management systems for 

each field. 4) A farm scale mathematical programming model is used to select the 

management system which earns the farmer the most money, subject to risk aversion, 

given the farm scale constraints on the pollutants coming off the field. 5) Using the same 

the same farm scale constraints, the optimization model is solved again to estimate the set 

of management systems which should be applied to achieve the highest area weighted 

score for the farm, which is equivalent to optimizing from society's point of view. The 

difference between the net returns to the farmer from solving the problem from his point 
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of view and from society's point of view is an estimate of the magnitude of the change in 

incentives needed to induce the farmer to adopt that management system. 6) By adding 

constraints on each pollutant until the solution to the farmer's problem is the same as the 

solution to society's problem, an estimate is made of the amount of control in both price 

and quantity needed for each pollutant. 

Benefits 

The result of this study will be a method to quantify the economic incentives needed 

to "induce the adoption of technically and economically effective agrichemical 

management and agricultural production strategies to protect water quality.;' If applied, 

this method would lead to relatively higher levels of farm income and fewer long term 

water quality problems than would otherwise be the case. 

Dunn and Shortie (1988) identify three conditions necessary for maximizing the net 

benefits from pollution control. First, polluters must use least-cost control technology. 

Second, the reduction in pollution between the polluters must be least cost (the 

equimarginal principle). Third, the level of control that maximizes the net benefits must 

be achieved. If the first two conditions are met, the pollution control is cost effective. If 

the third condition is also met, then the pollution control is economically optimal. The 

method proposed here could help meet all three conditions. First, it could be used for a 

particular farm to help determine which management system can reduce pollution at least 

cost. Second, if the effect on the water body of interest can be estimated, the method 

could be used to examine the allocation of costs between polluters to see if the proposed 



policies create marginal costs of controlling pollution which differ significantly, violating 

the equimarginal principle. Third, while it is unlikely that optimal levels of all pollutants 

will be selected in the PDSS, increases in net benefits are possible if the PDSS permits 

consideration of significant off-site damages which are not now considered. 
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One last benefit of the method described in this dissertation is to contribute to the 

availability of "adequate" information for management of watersheds. One way to think 

about the economics of information applied to watershed management is shown in Figure 

1-2. The x-axis indicates the quality of information available to make decisions for any 

given site. Developing expert opinion requires some modeling and monitoring, but in 

general, the least reliable, but cheapest information is available from experts. More 

reliable information can be obtained from formalizing the knowledge of the experts in 

models and then applying the models using some monitored data. The most reliable, but 

also the most expensive information comes from monitoring. 

The rapid decline in the cost of information technology is causing an outward shift in 

the marginal cost curve (from curve 1 to curve 2), so that it is now economical to do more 

and more modeling of watershed problems (a move from point A to B). A startling fact 

cited in the manual for the CREAMS model, which was the precursor to the GLEAMS 

model (Knisel et al., 1980, P 60), is that the cost of the computer time for simply running 

the model was roughly 10 cents per rainfall event. While using computers is still 

expensive, the cost of computing a single event is now so low it is essentially unpriced. 
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Figure 1-2 Economics of information applied to natural resource problems 

Outline of the Dissertation 
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Chapter 2 surveys previous research and defines new directions. Chapter 3 describes 

the method used to quantify the economic incentives facing farmers. The description of 

the mathematical programming model used and the model validation are in Chapter 4. 

Chapter 5 contains an empirical example for a representative farm in the deep loess hills 

of west em Iowa. Chapter 6 contains the summary, conclusions, recommendations and 

suggestions for future research. Supporting documentation is contained in the 

Appendices. 
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n. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Summary of Prior Results 

Most research on the economics of nonpoint source pollution in agriculture has 

focused on a single pollutant going into a single medium, such as nitrates being leached 

into groundwater, or erosion calculated using the USLE as a proxy for sediment moving 

into surface water. Often, especially with sediment, a single pollutant can serve as an 

indicator for the amounts of other pollutants transported by the same processes. However, 

focus on a single pollutant can be misleading if the interconnectedness of the watershed 

processes are ignored. This chapter surveys the software tools which have been 

developed for the analysis of the economics of water quality issues, the published 

research on the economics of controlling sediment, nutrients and pesticides, especially 

those studies using mathematical programming, previous applications of symmetric 

quadratic programming, and finally, a discussion of the new directions taken in this 

dissertation. 

Software Tools 

A number of software tools have been developed which integrate physical simulation 

models with economic tools for the analysis of the economics of non point source 

pollution problems. For example, the Interactive Conservation Evaluation, or ICE 

program focuses on the economics of controlling soil erosion, with emphasis on onsite 

effects (Soil Conservation Service, 1990). A similarly focused program, the Nitrate 

Leaching and Economic Analysis Package, NLEAP, focuses on controlling nitrate 



leaching as indicated by an index of nitrate leaching potential (Shaffer and Brodahl, 

1990). 
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The SEDEC model (Johnson et al., 1989) selects the least costly pattern of 

management systems for a watershed to meet a sediment yield standard. The key advance 

in this program is that sediment yield from a transect of the watershed is modeled 

explicitly, rather than assuming that it is proportional to erosion. Thus, management 

practices which can reduce offsite damage at low cost by reducing sediment delivery will 

be preferred over those which only reduce erosion. The SEDEC model integrates 

economic and physical models at a watershed scale, but does not analyze any pollutants 

other than sediment. 

A broader, but shallower, approach is taken in Planetor (Center for Farm Financial 

Management, 1990) which compares management systems based on "high", "medium" or 

"low" categories for erosion, water quality (including nitrogen use, pesticide leaching and 

pesticide runoff effects, as well as an index for the toxicity of the pesticides used). 

Parameters needed to run the model used in the tool are not generally available and need 

to be determined specifically for each area. 

Carvey and Croley (1984) report the development of the Watershed Evaluation and 

Research System (WATERS), a joint development of the University oflowa's Institute of 

Hydraulic Research and the USDA's Economic Research Service. WATERS is a multiple 

objective management tool combining a linear program with a distributed parameter 

watershed scale hydrologic model. Runoff, soil loss, crop and rotation profit can be 



analyzed for a number of management practices, but no other water quality effects are 

modeled directly. 

Applied Research on Nonpoint Source Economics 
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The software tools described above facilitate the study of the economics of 

controlling nonpoint source pollution. The empirical research on nonpoint source 

pollution generally provides more in-depth economic analysis than the software tools 

previously mentioned, often using mathematical programming techniques and typically at 

a larger, watershed or a regional, scale. While the studies are useful for other areas with 

similar conditions, it is not always clear how the results can be extrapolated. 

Perhaps the simplest approach is that proposed by Meta Systems (1979), where 

budgets for each management system are estimated using standard costs. More often 

however, returns are maximized subject to constraints. Roka (1988) describes a common, 

four-step approach: define a hypothetical farm which is representative of an area, 

estimate revenue and cost budgets, estimate changes in soil loss using the effect of 

different management systems on the C and P factors of the USLE and then solve a single 

period linear programming model to maximize income given soil loss limits. 

A number of researchers such Forrest (1988) and Halstead (1989) have examined the 

economics of controlling sediment. Simulation models are used to parameterize a 

mathematical programming model and an optimal management practice given different 

conditions is calculated. White (1988) used SEDEC, described above. Venkataraman 

(1988) used SSOlLEC and the MBMS budget generator together in a Monte Carlo 
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method to parameterize a quadratic mathematical programming model in order to analyze 

the effect of different planning horizons and risk aversion levels on optimal soil 

conservation management systems. 

An example of the use of mathematical programming for nutrients can be found in 

Diebel (1990), where the economics of changing to Low Input Sustainable Agriculture in 

Virginia are analyzed. One of the most comprehensive approaches to analyzing the 

economics of controlling pollution from pesticides is described in Setia and Letson (draft, 

undated) which describes the Soil Erosion Control Under Risky Environment, or 

SECURE methodology. The Monte Carlo method is used to estimate mean net return and 

standard deviation values for a number of management practices by sampling from the 

probability distributions of weather, crop yield and crop price distributions. Pesticide 

loadings into the air, surface water and below the rooting zone are simulated and a 

quadratic programming model is used to evaluate various policies such as subsidies, 

taxes, and land-use restrictions. Results for a 300-acre cash grain farm in the western 

Com Belt indicate a tradeoff between pesticide loadings to surface runoff and below the 

root zone, and that with increasing levels of risk aversion farmers tend to diversify 

management systems. 

An example for pesticides is the Comprehensive Economic Pesticide Policy 

Evaluation System (CEPPES) (Johnson et al., 1990; Cabe et al., 1991) which grew into 

the Comprehensive Economic Environmental Policy Evaluation System (CEEPES), but 

which has still been used primarily for the analysis of pesticides. This is a 



comprehensive tool capable of looking at all pollutants, and also including regional, 

national and international economic links. 
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As can be seen in table 2-1, the literature on the economics of controlling nonpoint 

source pollution is large. Researchers have focused on the pollutants which are deemed 

to cause the greatest problem in an area, rather than considering the interrelatedness of 

different pollutants, although Crowder et al. (1984), Taylor et al. (1992) and Lemberg et 

al. (1992) consider tradeoffs between the same pollutant moving into both surface or 

groundwater. 

A body of technical and institutional experience in dealing with nonpoint source 

pollution has also been developed as part of the Rural Clean Water Program (RCWP). 

The RCWP was established as a IS-year project in 1980 for 21 watershed projects 

focusing on different water quality problems spread nationally. The goal was to 

determine cost effective ways to improve water quality as well as to monitor the effects 

changes in management practices on water quality (USEP A, 1990). Preliminary results 

indicate that economic incentives to adopt management systems are required, but that 

incentives are not always sufficient to convince farmers to adopt those practices. General 

information on nonpoint source pollution policy, with emphasis on information costs can 

be found in Shortie and Dunn (1986), Shortie (1990), Segerson (1990), Weinberg (1991), 

and Cabe and Herriges (1992). 
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Table 2-1 Economic Analyses of Non point Source Pollution 

Pollutant - Medial 
Study Scale 
Author and Year Sed Nut- Pst- Nut- Pst-

sw sw gw gw 

Heady and Nicol 75 National X 

Taylor and Frohberg 77 Regional X 

Nelson and Seitz 79 Watershed X 

Jacobs and Casler 79 Watershed X 

Boggess et aI. 80 Regional X 

Ogg, Pionke and Heimlich 83 Watershed X 

Crowder et aI. 84 Farm X X X 

Anderson et aI. 85 State X 

Park and Sawyer 87 Watershed X 

Crowder and Young 87 Watershed X 

McSweeney 88 Farm X 

Setia and Johnson 88 National X 

Setia and Osborn 89 Regional X 

Prato and Shi 89 Watershed X 

Prato 90 Watershed X 

Bretas and Haith 90 Farm X 

Johnson et aI. 91 Farm X 

Lemberg, et aI. 92 Farm X X 

Taylor, Adams and Miller 92 Farm X X X 
1 Sed = Sediment; Nut-sw = Nutrients into surface water; Pst-sw = Pesticide into surface 
water; Nut-gw =-~ Nutrients into groundwater; Pst-gw = Pesticides into groundwater 
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Symmetric Quadratic Programming 

Although the mathematics of symmetric quadratic programming were understood as 

long ago as the early 1960s (Cottle, 1963), it was not unti11979 that Paris proposed using 

the symmetric quadratic formulation as a generalization of the mean variance approach 

which uses utility theory to predict how individuals will rate economic prospects with 

different means and variances. The "generalization" implied by the name "generalized 

mean variance" approach is to consider risk aversion to variation in the availability of 

limiting inputs as well as aversion to income variation (paris, 1979; Dubman et aI., 1989; 

Paris, 1989; Paris, undated). 

Few applications of symmetric quadratic programming have appeared in the 

literature. The most extensive application is discussed in Kramer et al. (1983), Kramer et 

al. (1984), McSweeney (1984), ShortIe and Stefanou (1986) and McSweeney and Kramer 

(1986a, b) which consider the effect of various policies on farmers incentives to control 

sediment, nitrogen and phosphorus into surface water in Virginia. Dos Santos (1990), 

considered variation in evapotranspiration in a multi period analysis of alternative 

irrigation systems. 

Neither of the empirical applications to date have shown significant benefits from 

considering riskiness from the variability of the limiting resources. For the symmetric 

quadratic formulation to differ significantly from the asymmetric formulation (the 

standard mean variance approach), the variable input must be binding in the optimal 

solution. The greater the effect of the binding of the constraint on the variable input(s) 
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the greater the difference will be between the symmetric and asymmetric fonnulations. 

McSweeney (1984, p 150) noted that field hour availability (the amount oftime a field is 

not too wet to perform field operations) was the only variable input considered. It was 

assumed that farmers worked 10 hours a day, but (McSweeney, 1984, p. 188) the 

constraint on field time was not binding in the optimal solution. It is not surprising then 

that the conclusion about the appropriateness of a symmetric quadratic fonnulation was 

that (p. 213-214) 

including the uncertainty about supplies of limiting resources had negligible effects 
on the program solutions. This suggests that the "costs" of ignoring this source of 
uncertainty in a model would be small, and that asymmetric formulations might be 
adequate. 

In fairness to McSweeney and the others, computational facilities were more limited 

at that time and a sensitivity analysis of variations in limiting inputs requires a 

recalculation of the variance-covariance matrix. Dos Santos does not comment on the 

effect ofthe symmetric vs the asymmetric formulation in his application. 

New Directions 

Most previous research on the economics of nonpoint source pollution has focused on 

controlling a single or a few pollutants. The first contribution of this research is a 

method which allows the analysis of the costs to the farmer of controlling a large number 

of different pollutants moving into either surface or groundwater. This is possible 

because of the modifications to the GLEAMS simulation model (described in Chapter 3) 



which result in a more comprehensive field scale simulation model than had been 

available previously. 
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Similarly, previous studies have not been able to use the multiple objective Prototype 

Decision Support System to provide a score, or a quantitative estimate of the social 

desirability of alternative management systems. A third new direction is the empirical 

application of a symmetric quadratic programming algorithm to examine the effect of 

uncertain field day availability on optimal farm plans in the deep loess hill region of Iowa 

for water quality. 
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ill. METHOD 

Introduction 

The goal for this dissertation was stated in Chapter 1: to develop a method to 

quantify the economic incentives for farmers to adopt management systems which will 

improve water quality. This chapter outlines the economic theory behind the method and 

describes the method. From an economic efficiency perspective, that is, when trying to 

maximize net benefits, the fundamental economic problem of agricultural nonpoint 

source is that agricultural pollutants are externalities. If society were selecting the 

farmer's management system, the selection process would be done in a way which would 

consider all economic costs, including off-site damages. Farmers do not have the 

economic incentives to select the same management systems as society as a whole. So, if 

society is to increase net benefits, a way must be found to give the farmer economic 

incentives such that he would select the same management system as would be selected 

by society as a whole. 

The first section of this chapter presents the economic theory of how management 

systems should be selected from society's point of view, and the changes in economic 

incentives necessary to induce farmers to adopt the management systems which would 

make society as a whole better off. The second section of this chapter presents the 

prototype decision support system, PDSS, for water quality, which provides a structured 

method to rank alternative management systems which can take into account multiple 

objectives. The third section of this chapter presents a model of farmer decision making, 
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including risk aversion, in selecting management systems. This model is needed to 

estimate how farmers would react to restrictions on the quantities of pollutants released. 

In the context of nonpoint source water quality, economic returns to the farmer and the 

quantities of each pollutant are obvious criteria to consider. The fourth and last section of 

the chapter describes a method, which complements the PDSS, that quantifies the 

economic incentives facing a farmer to adopt management systems which could improve 

water quality. 

Nonpoint Source Water Quality Theory - from Society's Point of View 

Water resources were a key concern in the development of economic tools such as 

benefit cost analysis and a fertile area for the application of many operations research 

techniques. A number of seminal works in natural resource economics were written for 

the analysis of point source water quality issues, when the major polluters of many 

important water bodies were industrial (Howe, 1990). Nonpoint source pollution rose to 

prominence later, as it became clear that to further improve the nation's water, nonpoint 

source water pollution, primarily in agriculture, would have to be curbed. 

The standard theoretical approach to analyzing externalities if the economic 

damage caused by the externality is known can be shown in a simple example. Assume a 

farm has production technology which produces output y and pollutant z as a function of 

only one input, X, so that selecting a management system is simply selecting the quantity 

of input x to use: 
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y=f(x) (3-1) 

z=g(x) (3-2) 

Assuming that functions f and g are differentiable, p is the price of output y, c is 

the cost of input x, and that the marginal damage is known to be a constant, d, then 

society's objective function can be written 

M:X 11: = pj{x) - ex - dg(x) (3-3) 

With the first order condition for an optimal solution for society being 

d1t 
fix = Ph - c - dg% = 0 or Ph = c + dg% (3-4) 

Society would use input x up to the quantity such that the marginal value product 

for that input equals the input cost plus the marginal social damage associated with the 

use of that input. This is not to say that there would be no off-site pollution damage if 

society were to select the management system. Off-site damage costs would be treated 

just as any other production cost, that of assimilating waste. This raises some of the 

important equity issues involved in nonpoint source pollution, such as who holds 

property rights and whether or not compensation is paid for damages, but the focus here 

will be on economic efficiency. 

The problem is that the farmer, in contrast to society, does not consider the 

marginal damage of the pollutant (his objective function does not contain the d8x term) 
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Max 
x 1t = pj(x) - ex (3-5) 

Rather, the farmer tries to equate the value of each input's marginal product with its cost 

dn 
dx =pfx-c=O or pfx=c (3-6) 

As a result, the farmer would use more ofx than is socially optimal, resulting in 

more off-site damage. One policy instrument with the goal of giving the farmer the same 

decision rule as society is to impose a tax (referred to as a Pigouvian tax), t, equal to the 

marginal damage rate, d, times the marginal production of pollution (gJ. If taxes are 

considered a transfer payment within the economy which the government will spend as 

efficiently as the farmer, then there would no longer be an externality as the farmer's new 

decision rule would then be equivalent to society's decision rule 

pi1/: = C + tgx (3-7) 

In most economic analyses of nonpoint source water pollution the marginal off-

site damage cost of water pollution is unknown, so that a tax equal to the marginal off-

site damage cannot be computed. Instead, the problem is redefined by letting authorities 

specify a level of use for the body of water, such as that the water be "fishable and 

swimmable" and the quantities of pollutants consistent with that use level are estimated. 

The economic problem then becomes how to meet the given standard at least cost. 
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A tax on the quantity of the pollutant generated is not the only policy option. 

Griffin and Bromley (1981, 1982), based on the analysis of environmental issues first 

proposed by Baumol and Oates (1975), developed a set offour possible policies which 

would all lead to efficient incentives for farmers to control water quality problems. Their 

analysis presupposes knowledge of a nonpoint source production function so that 

efficient policies can be based on those factors that determine the pollution rather than on 

the pollution itself. 

The four policies come in two sets of pairs: charges or standards on either inputs 

which cause pollution or emissions of pollutants. Policies could be directed toward 

limiting the emission ofa pollutant by either taxing the estimated amount of pollution (as 

above) or limiting the quantity of pollution to the quantity at which the farm's marginal 

profit from being able to dispose of that quantity of pollution equals the tax. Similarly, an 

optimal charge on an input which causes pollution can be estimated as the same tax rate 

times the partial derivative of the pollution production function with respect to that input. 

Given the optimal charge on the input, a regulation on the amount of the input could also 

be estimated as the quantity at which the farm's marginal profit from the use of the input 

equals the cost of the input plus an additional charge on the input. For flexibility, the 

economic incentives could be either charges or subsidies, although over the long run 

subsidies could encourage more farming which could increase pollution. The policies 

shown in Table 3-1 could all provide the economic incentives needed to lead to the least 

cost control of a nonpoint source pollutant. However, the information and administrative 



Table 3-1 Economic Policies to Control Nonpoint Source Water Pollution 

EMISSIONS 

INPUTS 

INCENTIVES 
charge/subsidy on emissions 
equal to marginal off-site 
damage 

charge/subsidy on inputs 
equal to marginal off-site 
damage resulting from 
application of next unit 
oftheinput 

REGULATIONS 
limit emissions 
to quantity which 
would be produced at 
the optimal charge 

limit inputs 
to quantity which would 
be applied at optimal 
charge 

requirements of the four policies differ. Devising efficient regulations limiting the 

quantity of the pollutant emitted or input use requires knowledge of the farm's profit 

function in addition to the nonpoint source pollution production function. 
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No attempt will be made to estimate the optimal charge on inputs required to meet 

an environmental goal. While theoretically attractive, for many agricultural pollutants it 

may not be possible to vary input quantities in response to price changes on inputs. 

Sediment, for example, is a major pollutant which does not result from the application of 

a particular input. Furthermore, with pesticides farmers are often not free to choose the 

quantities of pesticides to apply. The EPA or state authorities impose upper limits on the 

amounts applied and a lower limit is recommended by the manufacturers of the 

pesticides, often with little flexibility between the limits. Nutrient loadings depend on the 

method and timing of application as well as the quantity applied, so many separate 

charges would have to be developed, depending on the timing and method of application. 
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From the standpoint of controlling nonpoint source pollution by the voluntary 

adoption of alternative management systems, there is another point which should be 

emphasized. If the farmer or his family are the ones who would suffer the effects of the 

nonpoint source pollution, for example, by drinking contaminated groundwater, then it is 

in their own interest to control the amounts of pollution leaving the field. Defining the 

damage resulting from that portion of the total pollution which affects the farmer as gxf, 

and the resulting economic damage to the farmer as dr. the farmer has an economic . 
incentive to reduce that portion of the pollution as can be seen from his objective 

function 

Max 
x 1t = pj(x) - ex - df g(x) (3-8) 

which results in the decision rule 

(3-9) 

The result given above, while obvious, highlights the fact that the task of inducing 

farmers to voluntarily adopt management systems to improve water quality can be broken 

down into two separate tasks. First, although it is in the farmer's best interest to consider 

the damage he is inflicting on himself, he may not know how his selection of 

management systems affects the production of pollution (sex), and how that pollution 

at1'ects him, dr. In this case, the economic incentive i!:; built-in, but additional information, 

as could be provided in an educational program may be needed. When the damage occurs 
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off-site, perhaps the farmer can be convinced to act benevolently, as though he were the 

one suffering the off-site damage. However, if the cost of the alternative management 

system is high, farmer participation may be limited, and policies to modify the incentives 

may be needed. Of course, even if the farmer were to act benevolently, he would face the 

difficult task of estimating how much pollution is leaving the farm gx, and the damage d, 

it is producing off-site. 

Th~ Prototype Decision Support System and Economic Efficiency 

The inability to monitor nonpoint source pollution is the key reason for 

distinguishing nonpoint source pollution from point source pollution. In general, the cost 

of collecting site specific information for all possible pollutants from agricultural fields 

has favored approaches which consider only a few of the possible pollutants, or do not 

necessarily consider that a pollutant might be merely diverted from surface water to 

groundwater. Many methods for multiobjective decision making have been developed 

which could be used for nonpoint source water quality problems. See Janssen (1992) for 

a review of multiobjective decision support systems for environmental management. 

One practical multiobjective approach for the selection of shallow land burial 

systems for disposal oflow level nuclear waste was presented in Lane et a1. (1991). This 

method was extended and applied to the selection of agricultural management systems 

and incorporated into the prototype multiobjective decision support system (PDSS) 

developed by the Southwest Watershed Research Center of the Agricultural Research 

Service (Yakowitz et al., 1992, 1993b; Heilman et al., 1993) . This tool provides a 
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structured framework for the selection of management systems consisting of integrated 

sets of crop rotation, tillage, nutrient and pesticide application practices based on a 

comprehensive set of criteria, as shown in figure 3-1. Decision Support Systems are 

computer-based tools which aid decision makers in making decisions about poorly 

structured or poorly defined problems. 

The PDSS was developed to run under the Unix operating system and 

implemented using the X Window System and the MotifLibrariesl in order to provide a 

graphical user interface. Components of the PDSS include databases, input file builders, 

simulation models, a decision model, and a system driver. Hernandez et al. (1993) 

describe the user interface to the system driver and the input file builders which facilitate 

running the simulation model by using the databases to parameterize the simulation 

model. 

A simulation model is used to estimate the effect of alternative management 

systems on the criteria of interest (" decision variables "). If observed data are available or 

other simulation models need to be used to estimate a particular decision variable, the 

PDSS can use those data. The simulation model is a modification of the Groundwater 

Loading Effects of Agricultural Management Systems or GLEAMS model (Leonard et al, 

1987). Modifications to the model include the addition of a nitrogen leaching component 

lRegistered trademarks of AT&T, The Massachusetts Institute of Technology and the Open 
Software Foundation, respectively. Mention of a tradename does not constitute or imply 
endorsement by the USDA-ARS. 



Define Alternative Management Systems 
Define Criteria for Decision 
Define Score Functions for Criteria 

Collect data or simulate to quantify 
the effect of each alternative 
management system on each criteria 

Define Importance Order 
to Determine Weights 

1 

Rank Alternatives 

Figure 3-1 Method used in the PDSS to rank alternatives 
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from CREAMS (Knisel et al., 1980) and the EPIC crop growth component (Williams 

et al., 1989). A budget generator based on the Cost And Returns Estimator, or CARE 

(Midwest Agricultural Associates, 1988), is used to compute the net returns and estimate 

the amount oftime needed for each operation. The simulation model is capable of 

estimating the sediment yield, nutrient and pesticide loading in runoff and adsorbed to 

sediment to the edge of the field and the nutrient and pesticide leached below the root 

zone, as well as net returns for many management systems in rainfed agriculture. 

The decision maker's problem is to define a set offeasible alternative 

management systems, determine which decision variables are to be used to compare the 

management systems, and then to select the management system providing the best 

overall results when considering all the decision variables. There are two basic problems 

which a mUltiple objective decision-making method must resolve. The first problem is 

that different criteria are typically measured in different units. For example, in water

quality decision-making, pollutants can be measured as mass per unit area while net 

return to the farmer is measured in dollars per unit area. A simple way of making all the 

decision variables commensurable is to scale all of them between zero and one, where 

zero is as bad as possible and one is as good as possible. In the PDSS, the expected 

results of each proposed management system for each decision variable are scored using 

average annual values per hectare over a 20-year time period. 

Specifically, a score function relating a quantity of a decision variable for a 

management system on a particular field is related to a measure of the value or 
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desirability of that quantity. Wymore (1988) proposed a set of 12 basic scoring function 

shapes, which were reclassified to four basic shapes: more-is-better, more-is-worse, a 

desirable range, and an undesirable range with the possibility of pinning one or both ends 

of the score function or to allow it to approach the score of 0.0 or 1.0 asymptotically 

(figure 3-2). For example, the score for sediment yield could be calculated using a "more

is-worse" scoring function with a score of 1.0 for no sediment emitted and the score 

approaching 0.0 asymptotically for greater emissions of the pollutant. A reference point 

is provided by constructing the score function so that the management system currently 

on the field is assigned the score ofO.S for all decision variables (termed the 

"conventional" system). 

The second basic problem in multiple objective decision-making is how to 

aggregate the scores to rank the management systems. The simplest method is to assign a 

weight to each score and then sum or multiply the scores together to arrive at a total score 

for each management system. Unfortunately, it is often difficult to assign weights for 

many decision variables. Atrazine moving into ground water may be considered more 

dangerous than sediment moving into surface water, but few people could readily agree 

whether the atrazine is two or four times more important than sediment. 
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More is Worse More is Better 
1.0 

0.0 L-______ ~ 

Raw Value of Decision Criteria 

Desirable Range Undesirable Range 

1.0 

0.0 

Raw Value of Decision Criteria 

Figure 3-2 Scoring functions available in PDSS 

The aggregation method used in the PDSS does not require the user to assign 

weights to each decision criteria (Yakowitz et al., 1993a). Instead, an ordinal ranking in 

importance, or "importance order", of the decision variables (some of which may be 

equal) is requested from the user(s). Simple linear programs are solved which consider 

all possible weight vectors consistent with the importance order ranking of decision 

variables to find the best and worst possible scores. The best possible score, S, is 
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determined by finding the vector of weights, w, consistent with the importance order 

which maximizes the overall score, based on the score for each criteria, s: 

max 
W 

(3-10) 

subject to: 

/I 

L WI = 1.0 (3-11) 
I 

(3-12) 

These best and worst scores are then displayed graphically, as in figure 3-3, which shows 

the conventional management system as the line labeled "c" because all of its scores are 

0.5, being compared to three alternative management systems, labeled AI-A3. 

The top of each bar represents the best total score possible for that alternative 

which is consistent with the given importance order. Likewise, the bottom of the bar 

represents the worst possible score and the line in the middle is the midpoint between the 

best and worst. The ranking of the management systems is determined by the average of 

the best and worst scores. The overall length of the bar indicates how sensitive a 
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1.0 

.5 ........................................ 1..... ............ .... C 

0.0 

A1 A2 A3 

Figure 3-3 Range of best-worst scores 

management system is to the weights which might be applied to the decision variables 

given the particular importance order of the decision variables. When the worst score for 

an alternative is better than the best score for another alternative, the first alternative is 

said to dominate the second alternative because, given the score functions and 

importance order, there is no way the weights on the decision variables could be changed 

which will give the second alternative a higher overall score than the first alternative. 

Alternative At dominates alternatives A2 and AJ, because no matter what weighting 

vector is chosen, alternative At would be preferred. Whether or not A2 is preferable to, 
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or scores higher than A3, or vice versa, would depend on exactly which weighting vector 

the decision maker selected within the range of those possible. The midpoint of each of 

the possible ranges of weighting vectors will be considered indicative of the aggregate 

score for each alternative. 

The PDSS was designed to allow decision makers the opportunity to iteratively 

define importance orders to see how each importance order affects the ranking of the 

alternative. Parties with different interests can see how an importance order defined by 

the other party would affect the ranking, and perhaps identify common ground. The 

PDSS does not eliminate the subjectivity which different individuals use to value 

different decision criteria, but it forces those values to be made explicit. If an agreement 

is reached on which decision variable to consider, on the score functions, and the 

weights, then the ranking of alternatives is repeatable and scientifically defensible (Lane 

et at., 1991). 

If economic studies of an area could estimate damage cost curves for various 

quantities of pollution generated, those curves would provide an objective reason for 

selecting score functions and importance orders. Estimates of off-site damages in dollars 

for different pollutants would be directly comparable and also comparable to farm net 

returns. Such studies are difficult for many reasons, not the least of which is the fact that 

damage to human health and ecosystems must be evaluated. For many pollutants the 

physical and biological systems which would determine economic damage are poorly 

understood. An economic interpretation of the ranking of management systems produced 
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by the PDSS is that the society has the greatest net benefits for the management system 

with the highest ranked management system (without regard to who enjoyed the benefits 

or suffered the costs). 

In summary, the goal of the PDSS is to provide a structured framework for the 

selection of agricultural management systems, which makes values explicit and takes into 

account both farm income and water quality issue. However, because the information 

requirements of non point source water quality problems with the PDSS are so great, three 

approximations are used to permit a comprehensive approach. 

The first approximation is to use a simulation model to estimate the quantities of 

different pollutants leaving the field for which no observed data are available. Monitoring 

is very expensive and should be done for long periods and for all candidate management 

systems. Simulation models can be calibrated using observed data and then be used to 

estimate the effects of alternative management systems on the loading of pollutants of 

interest. 

The second approximation is the use of experts to estimate the score functions, 

especially for pollutants with off-site effects. At some point in the future, watershed scale 

models can be used in conjunction with the existing simulation model to route pollutants 

from a field's edge to a water body and the economic damage to the water body 

estimated. For now, however, expert opinion is the only economically feasible way to 

incorporate off-site effects into consideration for nonpoint source pollution. Expert 



opinion, of course, will only be as good as the monitored data and models which were 

used to educate the experts. 
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The third approximation is in asking the experts to rank the importance of each 

decision criteria and using the ranking to estimate the weights rather than asking the 

decision makers to select the scores directly. All of these approximations are required to 

make a comprehensive yet practical analysis of the management system alternatives for a 

field. As several approximations are used, it is important to emphasize that each 

approximation be done well in order to have confidence in the results. The more observed 

data which can be brought to bear on the selection of a management system for an 

individual field, the better the approximation, and thus the better the resulting decision. 

Expected Utility Theory - From the Farmer's Point of View 

From an economic perspective, even after a management system which scores 

higher than the conventional and the other alternatives is identified, there is still the 

problem of inducing the farmer to adopt the system. In situations where society would 

most prefer to see a significant change in management systems, such as with large off-

site damage from pollution, the farmer has little incentive to adopt the management 

system society would like to see used. To quantify the incentives needed to encourage the 

farmer to meet an environmental constraint, a model of how the farmer would react to the 

environmental constraint is required. 

The first modification to the framework that has been discussed is that a farm 

should be thought of as a system of interconnected activities. Changing one activity on 
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the farm may require other activities to change as well. This can be incorporated into a 

model of how a farmer would react to an additional environmental constraint by building 

an optimization model with the constraints representing the interrelated activities of the 

whole farm. Because the PDSS works at the field scale, and the farm decision-making 

unit is the whole farm, situations may arise where the management system recommended 

could not feasibly be applied to the whole farm. For example, labor or machinery 

availability during a critical period, marketing limits, or government program limits may 

preclude the adoption of that management system on all of the fields of the farm. 

Furthermore, as Christensen (USDA, 1982, P 2) has noted: 

Most economic modeling studies of soil conservation and water quality 
issues use linear programing and assume profit maximization as the 
primary motivation of farmer choices. Other factors such as risk and 
sociological factors need to be incorporated in these models. 

The only sociological factor considered explicitly here will be risk aversion. The 

risk referred to here is the risk posed by fluctuations in year-to-year income due to 

variation in weather and market prices, and variations in the availability of limiting 

inputs. Farmers often grow crops in rotation, both for the possible agronomic benefits and 

also to spread the demand for labor over the year and to reduce the risk that bad weather 

in any year will drastically reduce income in that given year. The selection of 

management systems for a whole farm is comparable to selecting a portfolio of assets 

whose total risk (measured by the variance) can be lowered by selecting assets whose 

returns are not perfectly correlated. 



Although it would be possible to include a decision variable for risk at the field 

scale, risk is really a whole farm issue. When choosing between two possible 
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management systems, risk-averse farmers would tradeoff some expected income for less 

variation in income. Expected utility theory can be used to quantify how farmers would 

make that tradeoff by constructing a measure, called a risk premium, which compensates 

the individual for the risk in an alternative up to the point where the individual is 

indifferent between a sure prospect and a risky alternative less the risk premium. The 

value of the sure prospect is referred to as a certainty equivalent. To select a management 

system from a set of risky alternatives, the risk can be removed from each alternative by 

calculating the alternative's certainty equivalent, which can then be compared directly to 

each other. 

The risk premium can be seen in figure 3-4, as the quantity which results in the 

same utility (implying indifference on the decision-maIcer's part) as a certain prospect 

(u(CE»), where uO is a utility function and W is wealth. 

u(CE) = E(u(W» (3-13) 

An individual's risk premium for a given alternative can be estimated by: 

Certainty Equivalent = Expected Return - Risk Premium (3-14) 

Research done by Arrow (1965) and Pratt (1964) led to the concept of a risk 

aversion coefficient defined as -u"(W)/u'(W) (see below). As it relates the decrease in 
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u(E(W)) 

u(CE) = E(u(W)) 1I----"7I~ 

W1 CE E(W) W2 

Figure 3-4 The risk premium 

the rate at which utility increases as wealth increases to the rate at which wealth 

increases, it is an indicator of how much less utility is provided by a given increase in 

wealth than is lost for an equal decrease in wealth. Concave utility functions imply risk 

aversion, as the utility of the expected value of the returns is greater than the expected 

value of the utility. If the change in wealth from selecting management systems is small 

relative to the overall wealth of the farmer, a constant positive coefficient of risk aversion 

can be used. It can be shown that a constant risk aversion coefficient implies a utility 

function of the form (Appendix A): 

u(r) = 1 - e - oC> r (3-15) 
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where r is the annual net return and <I> is the constant risk aversion coefficient. That the 

risk aversion coefficient is a constant can be seen by: 

since, 

as can be seen from the fact that: 

and 

UI/(7) 
4>(7) == - -

u'(r) 

cI> = - u "fr) 
u'(r) 

(3-16) 

(3-17) 

(3-18) 

(3-19) 

It can also be shown (Appendix A) that if a negative exponential utility function 

is used and net returns are normally distributed, the risk premium, Pr(W), can be 

calculated as: 
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1 "'" Z P (W) = - 'flo ,. 2" (3-20) 

from the definition of the risk premium as the amount which provides the same utility as 

a risky prospect: 

u (W - P,.(W» == E [u(W + r)] (3-21) 

Freund (1956) derived the same estimate of the risk premium for a vector of 

activities in the context of a mathematical programming model. Given a set of returns 

from activities and feasibility constraints, Freund developed a tractable mathematical 

programming model formulation which would select the optimal farm plan given an 

individual's risk aversion. Define a set of activities (management system alternatives) 

with net returns, r, which are each distributed as rj-N(llb Oj2), a vector x, of activity levels 

can be found such that 7t=E(r),x will be at a maximum. Total net returns would then be 

distributed 1t-N(Il'x, x'LrX) where Lr is the variance-covariance matrix of the vector r. 

Further, by assuming a negative exponential utility function, Freund was able to show 

that maximizing expected utility E(u*), is equivalent to maximizing: 

subject to: 

E(u*) = E(r)'x - 4> x~,.x 
2 

(3-22) 
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Ax ~ b (3-23) 

x ~ 0 (3-24) 

where E(r)'x is the expected net return and the term <1>/2 x'Lx is a risk premium. This 

formulation was widely used under the name of the mean-variance, or E-V, approach. 

Here it will be called the asymmetric formulation to contrast it with the symmetric 

formulation, introduced later in this chapter. 

In 1979, Paris developed the generalized mean-variance approach to consider 

aversion to risk in both income and fluctuations in the availability of limiting input 

supplies. Farmers have to contend with variations in the availability of inputs, as for 

example, when the amount of time available for field work is limited by the weather, or 

when labor supplies are uncertain. In a mathematical programming framework, such 

variations correspond to uncertain right-hand sides of constraint equations. These 

equations ensure that the use of that input is less than or equal to its available supply. If a 

technology exists which permits the farmer to purchase a substitute input at a higher 

price, that technology could be incorporated into an asymmetric quadratic formulation. It 

is assumed that the production technology embodied in the A matrix of technical 

constraints is linear and nonstochastic. It is further assumed that there is no interaction 
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between input supplies and variable returns (the duality relations break down if 

interactions are considered between the two sets of stochastic variables). 

The primal symmetric quadratic formulation is: 

Max Z = E(r)'x - ~ x~,.x - «I> y~"y 
x 2 2 (3-25) 

subject to: 

Ax - «I>~,.Y ~ E(b) (3-26) 

x ~ 0, y ~ 0 (3-27) 

where y is a vector of shadow prices associated with the constraints and Lb is the 

variance-covariance matrix of the E(b) vector. 

Musser et aI. (1986) and Thompson (1989) have concluded that risk aversion in 

mathematical programming models needs to be considered carefully, as risk may be 

confounded with missing constraints, or omission of risk with extraneous activities in the 

optimal solution, either of which would affect the economic interpretation of the models 

results. Thompson suggests using a "specification search" to determine the appropriate 

specification of a model. Rather than approaching the task of model development with 

the idea that as simple a model as possible should be used, and then made more 

complicated as needed, one should systematically try different specifications. By 

systematically trying alternative specifications the likelihood of mis-specifying the model 

with either too few constraints or too many activities is reduced. 
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Description of Method to Estimate Economic Incentives 

The method proposed to quantify the economic incentives of the farmer extends 

the analysis of the PDSS to the whole-farm scale by considering all fields in a farm, so 

that whole-farm constraints and risk aversion can be considered. At the same time, 

information from the PDSS about the magnitude of the off-site effects relative to net 

returns, which is typically not available in economic analyses, is used to estimate the 

socially desirable quantity of pollutants leaving a farm. The socially desirable pollutant 

emission is then used to calculate the economic incentives needed to induce the farmer to 

adopt the management system(s) which would remove the externalities caused by the 

emission of pollutants. It is assumed that the production of each pollutant is independent 

of all other pollutants and that there is no interaction between pollutants when causing 

damage off-site. 

Conceptually, the problem can be seen in figure 3-5. The current management 

system on each of the farmer's fields scores .5 by definition. For simplicity, the area 

weighted average returns per hectare for all the fields of the farm are assumed to be $100. 

Society would like to achieve as high a score as possible, and so move upward along the 

y axis. The farmer's economic interest, on the other hand, is to increase his net returns 

and so move outward along the x axis. In this example assume that there exists a feasible 

combination of management systems which would both increase the score by .1 and the 

farmer's income to $200 per unit of land. As net returns are ranked as the most important 

decision criteria, with a more-is-better scoring function, increasing net returns would 
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increase the score. The set of management systems generating the greatest returns could 

also have environmental effects as, for example, no till farmers have found in some areas. 

When risk aversion is considered, however, the farmer's preferred solution would move 

inward, here to $180, as the farmer prefers lower, but less variable returns. The preferred 

set of management systems considering risk would probably score lower, as the income 

has decreased, but it might have environmental benefits which could increase the score 

over that of the farmer's preferred solution with no risk aversion considered. 
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Society, on the other hand, would prefer to see a set of management systems in 

place which provide area weighted net returns of only $120, but much lower emissions of 

pollutants resulting in an area weighted score of .75. Moving from the farmer's preferred 

solution considering risk would cost the farmer $60 per unit of land, but society would be 

better off. In situations where there are large off-site damages and the farmer is already 

earning as much as is feasible, there may be no opportunities to both increase income and 

environmental benefits. Although society as a whole would be better offby reducing the 

emissions of pollutants, the farmer would definitely have lower returns. Estimating the 

quantities of pollutants society would prefer to see emitted and the economic incentives 

needed to move the farmer from his preferred solution to the solution preferred by society 

is the purpose of the method proposed here. 

The method used to estimate the economic incentives to move the farmer toward 

society's preferred solution is shown in Figure 3-6. The first step is to define a 

representative farm. Given the fields composing the representative farm, the PDSS is 

used to score each alternative management system on each field. The next step is to 

estimate the farmer's preferred solution. If enough data exists for a specification search, 

that should be performed to find the best model specification. The normality of the 

returns should also be tested. The normality of returns in a given area is an empirical 

question, although Tew and Reid (1988, p 118) have reported that "for crops produced in 

their major production regions where negative correlations between prices and yields 
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are the greatest, revenue distributions may have a greater tendency toward normal." 

Thus, when the weather in the Midwest is propitious the yields are high across the 

Midwest, depressing prices. On the other hand, if the weather has been poor, the prices of 

the major farm products rise. The optimization model described in chapter 4 is used to 

find the maximum net return which is feasible subject to the farm's constraints. 

If a number of pollutants are causing problems off-site, a comprehensive solution 

would be to apply one of the four previously discussed alternative abatement policies to 

each of the pollutants. It may tum out that the desired change in the quantity of each of 

the pollutants is small, but that some reduction is desired in all of the pollutants. A partial 

approach, which focused on only one or two pollutants, or the movement of a pollutant 

into one medium would only resolve part of the problem. On the other hand, the costs of 

administering a program to curb production of a number of pollutants might outweigh the 

benefits of such a comprehensive approach. 

As the administrative costs of controlling many pollutants may be very high, the 

optimization model can be used several ways to provide information about the economics 

of controlling pollution from the representative farm. The first, traditional, approach is to 

assume that only one pollutant can be curbed, and to develop abatement cost curves for 

that pollutant. A constraint on the emission of a pollutant is added to the optimization 

model and solved for different levels of abatement holding everything else constant. 

Because the PDSS determines which management system is socially preferred, 

the area weighted quantities of the pollution emissions of the socially preferred solution 
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are considered to be a vector of optimal emission quantities which the farmer should 

emulate. Using the same importance order for the decision criteria as was used in the 

PDSS, constraints on emissions of pollutants can be added one by one, to indicate the 

order in which society would like to reduce emissions of pollutants. Ultimately, the 

farmer's problem would be constrained to duplicate society's preferred solution. 

The policies required to modify the farmer's incentives can be calculated as either 

a subsidy to the farmer to reduce emissions to the level of the social solution, or a charge 

on those emissions so that the economic returns to the farmer are equivalent for the social 

and farmer's solutions: 

II 

R* = R- - LclQ; -Q/) (3-28) 
I 

where R'" is the economic return to the practices society would like to see implemented, 

R- is the economic return expected by the farmer, Cj is the charge or subsidy, Qj- is the 

quantity of pollutant I expected from the set of management systems the farmer would 

select, and Qt is the quantity of pollutant I expected from society's selection of 

management systems. If it is deemed that the farmer has a right to pollute and that a 

subsidy should be paid to the farmer to induce the adoption of alternative management 

systems, then the sum of the subsidies would set the farmer's income equal to R- rather 

than R*. The charge or subsidy could be a function of the quantity of the pollutant 

emitted, rather than a constant. The charge would be based on the practices adopted by 
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the farmer, rather than any observed levels of pollutant emissions. Regulations or charges 

on inputs will not be calculated, although the preferred set of management systems will 

be known as they are the management systems found in society's preferred solution. 

Chapter Summary 

The chapter has presented an economic theory of nonpoint source pollution and a 

method to quantify the economic incentives to adopt various alternative management 

systems. The first section derived the theoretically optimal policies to control nonpoint 

source pollution, with either regulations or economic incentives on pollutants leaving the 

farm or on the use of polluting inputs. The second section described the PDSS as a way 

to get an approximation of the socially optimal management system. The third section 

developed the framework used to estimate the effect of risk aversion on the selection of 

farm management systems. The last section presented a method for quantifying the 

changes in economic incentive, so that a farmer would have the incentive to adopt the set 

of management systems identified through the PDSS. 

Of the objectives mentioned in chapter 1, three are met by the method described 

in this chapter. First, the whole farm mathematical programming model described in 

more detail in chapter 4, together with the rest ofthe method described here can be used 

to assess the effect of risk aversion and whole farm constraints on a farmer's economic 

incentives to adopt management systems which will improve water quality. Second, 

solving the model with additional constraints on the average annual loadings of the 

different pesticides, an abatement cost curve can be developed which estimates the cost 
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to the farmer of meeting any given standard. Third, by solving the model from society's 

point of view, with the objective function of maximizing the area-weighted score subject 

to the whole-farm constraints, a set of management systems can be found which represent 

the best tradeoff possible between farm income and off-site water quality problems. 
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IV. OPTIMIZATION MODEL DESCRIPTION AND VALIDATION 

Introduction 

The purpose of this chapter is to present the mathematical programming model 

used to estimate the cost to a farmer of reducing the emission of nonpoint source 

pollutants. As is the case with most models, the complexity of the system being modeled 

is simplified. For this study, the model should mimic the selection of management 

systems by a farmer as constraints on the amounts of pollutants leaving the farm are 

added. The model mimics the selection of the next best management alternative subject 

to the farmer's resource constraints. Even with modem computers, it is essential to limit 

the number of alternatives considered to avoid memory and time constraints, especially 

when the model will be solved many times to estimate the effect of constraining the 

amounts of pollutants leaving the farmer's field to various levels. 

The first three steps in the method outlined in figure 3-6 will be implemented to 

present the mathematical programming model in an example which will be examined in 

more detail in Chapter 5. The first step is to define the representative farm and possible 

alternative management systems. The second step is to estimate the effects of the 

alternative management systems on the criteria of interest using a simulation model. The 

third step is the application of the PDSS to rank alternative management systems. The 

chapter closes with a description of the mathematical programming model and its 

validation. 
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The Representative Farm and Alternative Management Systems 

The study area is in the deep-loess hill region of southwestern Iowa. Loess is 

wind-borne silt, which has been deposited on the eastern side of the Missouri River to 

depths of 5 to 25 meters. The Deep Loess Research Station (DLRS) near Treynor, Iowa 

has been collecting data on the effects of conservation management systems on erosion, 

runoff, sediment, and water quality from loess soils since 1964. The soils on the research 

station, primarily in the Monona-Ida Series, are moderately permeable with 

predominately 12% slopes, although the slopes range between 6 and 18%. The four study 

watersheds are in two sets of pairs located 4 kilometers apart. Observed data on rainfall, 

storm runoff, baseflow, and sediment yield are available from 1964 to the present, with 

some nitrogen and phosphorus movement data collection beginning in 1969 (Saxton et 

al., 1977; Hjelmfelt, undated). 

Because of the rolling terrain and erodibility ofloess soils, the watersheds of the 

DLRS are classified as Highly Erodible Lands (HEL), and require soil conservation for 

the farmer to qualify for the Conservation Compliance Program. However, the loess soil 

is so deep that the productivity effects of erosion are limited (Spomer and Alberts, 1984, 

p.285): 

Com yields from well-managed deep loess soils are not affected by top-soil loss 
from natural erosion when studied at the field scale. These soils are unique, 
however, because of their favorable physical and chemical properties and the lack 
of a restrictive horizon within the root zone. 
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Some more recent evidence indicates that yields on side slopes may be reduced by 

erosion, probably because of the loss of organic matter. The decline in productivity on 

the side slopes can be partially corrected by the practice of applying more fertilizer, 

especially phosphorus (L. A. Kramer, personal communication). Rilling and gully 

erosion limit the workability of the fields, so there is a strong desire to terrace fields. 

As in other agricultural areas of the Midwest, there has been a movement towards 

specialization and larger farm operations (Iowa Agricultural Statistics, 1990). A 

significant portion of the farmers in this area are within 10 years of retirement. 

Continued, economically driven changes in management systems as younger farmers 

lease or buy land from retiring farmers in the coming years are expected (L.C. Peterson, 

personal communication, 1994). 

Because the modified GLEAMS and CARE programs do not support livestock 

production, the representative farm is assumed to be operated for cash grain, with no 

fields devoted to pasture, and no time demands on the farmer to manage animals. The 

representative farm consists of 600 acres in S fields. Two 7S-acre fields are not terraced 

and are assumed to be exactly like Watershed 1 of the DLRS. Three ISO-acre fields are 

terraced and are assumed to be exactly like Watershed 4 of the DLRS. The terraces on 

Watershed 4 are "double-spaced" or separated by twice the distance in the Natural 

Resource Conservation Service's specifications for terraces, but as no data exist for 

terraced fields which meet the specifications, Watershed 4 will be considered to be 

representative of a terraced field in the deep loess hill region. 
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A set of alternative management systems was defined which would reduce 

sediment, nutrient and pesticide losses when compared to the management system in 

place on Watershed 1, which is continuous com with deep disking, anhydrous ammonia 

applied at a rate of roughly 168 kg/ha and atrazine used as an herbicide. The timings and 

quantities of inputs used with each operation are specified in Appendix B, and the 

rotation, tillage systems, nitrogen application methods and rates, and pesticide 

subsystems used are described as follows. 

Although only continuous com has been grown on the watersheds of the DLRS, 

there are agronomic reasons to prefer a com-soybean rotation. Com yields, for a variety 

of only partially understood reasons, tend to be higher when following any crop other 

than com, whether or not the previous crop is soybeans. The increased com yield is 

particularly noticeable in dry years, but does not extend beyond the first year following 

another crop (Escuro et al., 1994). Nor does com in rotation require the application of the 

pesticide terbufos to control com rootworm. Soybeans also compliment corn by 

permitting later planting and earlier harvesting than com to spread labor demands more 

evenly. All management systems for the representative farm will use a com-soybean 

rotation. 

A number of different tillage systems are possible in the deep loess hill region. 

Deep disking had been the dominant practice into the 1980s, although there was a trend 

toward reducing tillage, which was hastened by the Conservation Compliance program. 

To meet the requirements of the Conservation Compliance program farmers can no 



longer deep disk. Acceptable alternatives include "mulch till" and "no till" systems. 

Another tillage system, ridge till, has been shown to be practical on the deep loess hills 

by experience on Watershed 3 of the DLRS since 1972. Ridge till requires a burndown 

herbicide and two cultivations to build ridges after planting. Because of the ridges and 

the fact that residue remains on the surface, ridge till is very effective at reducing 
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sediment yield on unterraced watersheds. Watershed 3 of the DLRS, for example, 

produced an annual average sediment yield of 1.S tlha of sediment in the years 1972-

1992, compared to 13.2 tlha on watershed 1 with deep disking in the same period (DLRS, 

1994). However, as ridge till is not widely used on the deep loess hills (L.C. Peterson, 

personal communication, 1994) it will not be considered as a management system 

alternative. 

Within both no till and mulch tillage systems there are many variations. In mulch 

till a tillage operation incorporates some of the crop residue, but leaves more residue on 

the surface than would occur with deep disking. Typically in deep disking, the first pass 

incorporates the residue into the top 20 centimeters of soil and then a second, shallower, 

pass would smooth the seed bed, leaving roughly 20% of the soil surface covered with 

residue. In mulch till, the first pass is with a disk which is set to a shallower depth than 

for deep disking and often a second pass is made with a field cultivator, which pulls some 

of the residue up to the surface again. Variations on mulch till practices can include 

tillage in the fall rather than in the spring, and in the amount of residue left. The mulch 



till system considered here consists of a shallow disking in the spring and a second pass 

with a field cultivator before planting, leaving 35% residue cover at planting. 

No till, on the other hand, as the name implies, means no tillage at all. Thus the 

initial flush of weeds is killed using a "bumdown" herbicide which is not used in the 

mulch till system. Interpretations of the allowable amount of soil disturbance consistent 

with no till vary. Some argue that no disturbance at all is desirable, so that anhydrous 

ammonia, which must be knifed into the soil, is not used, nor are weeds removed after 

planting by cultivation. The no till system considered here does not follow such a strict 

interpretation, using both anhydrous ammonia and a mechanical cultivation for weed 

control after establishment. 
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The experimental watersheds of the DLRS are all predominately D slopes (9-

14%) and Ida-Monona soils. The crop rotation and tillage systems specified in the 

conservation plans on file, for predominately D slopes with Ida or Monona soils, with the 

West Pottawattamie Soil Conservation District for the Conservation Compliance program 

in 1994 were analyzed. Only 6.2 % of the acres were committed to crop rotations other 

than a com-soybean rotation. Mulch till was the tillage system most farmers committed 

to, especially for terraced fields (see table 4-1). 



Table 4-1 Percentage of each tillage system used on the acres of each crop 
(Sums to 100% for each crop) 

Type ofField Com Soybeans 

Terraced 

Non-Terraced 

Mulch Till 

64 

1 

No Till 

8 

27 

Mulch Till 

71 

10 

No Till 

1 

18 
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The numbers in table 4-1 should be interpreted with caution, however, as farmers 

are free to adopt management systems which cause less erosion than those in the farm 

plan. A farmer may commit to a mulch till tillage system which would allow for 

occasional diskings or chisel plowing if deemed necessary, but intend to use a no-till 

tillage system in most years. 

Figure 4-1 shows the increase in the proportion ofland farmed with no till tillage 

in West Pottawattarnie County, as estimated by the Soil Conservation District for the 

Conservation Technology Information Center's annual survey. The rapid adoption of no 

till in recent years is partially a result of requirements in the Conservation Compliance 

Program, but also of the availability of improved machinery, particularly drills to plant 

soybeans into com residue, which became available in the late 1980s, as well as of a 

more general social acceptance of no till tillage in the area (L.C. Peterson, personal 

communication, 1994). 
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Data on the nitrogen application methods and rates of application as well as 

pesticide application rates are not required for Conservation Compliance and so are not 

on record with the data on rotation and tillage systems in the Natural Resource 

Conservation Service's (NRCS, formerly Soil Conservation Service) database. 

Information from local farmers, the Extension Service and agricultural suppliers led to 
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the definition of a number of management practices for the application of fertilizers and 

pesticides. Nitrogen fertilizer is available in solid, liquid and gaseous forms. The solid 

form is often incorporated in a tillage operation and is not considered here. Nitrogen in 

liquid form can be sprayed on fields at the same time herbicides are applied, and so save 

the expense of a field operation, or it can be injected into the soil. Nitrogen in the gaseous 

form (anhydrous ammonia) must be knifed into the soil, which takes more time to apply 

than is required to spray liquid nitrogen. Nitrogen applied in liquid form is only slightly 

more prone than anhydrous to be lost from a field in runoff (D. Carlen, personal 

communication, 1994), while anhydrous ammonia is more prone to loss in percolation 

than liquid nitrogen. 

Two possible timings are considered for the application of anhydrous ammonia, 

pre- and post-plant. Preplant application ensures that the farmer will not have to devote 

time to fertilizing between the time of planting and when operations can no longer be 

performed on a crop. On the other hand, the nitrogen is available to be leached below the 

root zone during the period when large rains fall and before the crop has grown enough to 

take up much of the nitrogen. Postplant application provides nitrogen only later in the 
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season when the growing plants need it, but requires another operation at a time when the 

farmer would prefer to concentrate on weed control. In sum, three possible application 

methods will be considered here: liquid nitrogen applied with herbicide, pre- or post

plant applications of anhydrous ammonia. 

Two different nitrogen application rates were considered, 140 kg/ha (125 

lbs/acre) and 168 kg/ha (150 lbs/acre). Only the com crop in each rotation receives 

nitrogen, which is split into two applications. Each com crop gets 28 kg/ha of nitrogen at 

planting as starter fertilizer, and the remainder in one of the three methods mentioned 

above. 

Effective weed control often requires the application of a number of different 

herbicides depending on the timing and type of weed infestations. Only atrazine will be 

considered in detail here as a decision variable, although a number of different herbicides 

will be simulated. Atrazine is a problem because it is inexpensive and effective, and so is 

widely used. Unfortunately, atrazine is also persistent, particularly once it reaches surface 

waters. One study estimates that roughly 1 % of the atrazine applied in the Mississippi 

River watershed is transported into the Gulf of Mexico (Cohen and Mallard, 1993). 

Current measures to control atrazine in Iowa include limits on the amount that can be 

applied in any given year and a prohibition against using it within 66 feet of 

watercourses. 

A total of 24 alternative management systems were considered on both of the 

fields. Each management system consists of a combination from each of: two tillage 



systems, mulch till and no till; three nitrogen application methods, liquid and pre- and 

post-plant anhydrous ammonia; two nitrogen application rates, 140 and 168 kg/ha; and 

either atrazine or another herbicide, Banvel. 

In the references to the alternative management systems which follow, the 

management system MT.LIQ.140.ATR.WS4 refers to mulch tillage, with nitrogen 

applied in liquid form at a rate of 140 kg/ha, atrazine used as the main herbicide for 

preplant grass control on com, applied on a field like Watershed 4 (containing terraces). 

Simulation Model and Parameterization 
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To build a mathematical programming model that responds as a profit 

maximizing farmer would, the model must contain the choices actually facing the farmer. 

The optimization model selects the optimal management system(s), as defined in the 

objective function, from among the management systems which are feasible, as defined 

by the constraints. Observed data are not available at the DLRS for all of the possible 

management systems. 

The management systems for which observed data are available at the DLRS 

include the following practices: pasture and continuous com with a number of tillage 

systems: deep disking, ridge till, deep disking on level terraces, and ridge till on parallel 

terraces. The technology used by farmers in the area has been changing since 1972, the 

last time new management systems were implemented on the research station. 

The simulation model affects the economic analysis by estimating the effect of 

the management systems on soil moisture and consequently on crop yields. In very wet 
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years a practice which holds too much water on the field results in aeration stress which 

reduces yield. In dry years, practices which retain water on the field will help reduce 

water stress and so increase yield. Also, nitrogen stress can limit the crop yield if there is 

not enough nitrogen available to meet the plant's requirements. Pesticide damage is not 

simulated, so it is not possible to vary the amount of pesticide applied to see an effect on 

crop yields. In the analysis that follows, pesticide practices are all assumed to be equally 

effective. 

A number of issues which might affect the selection of a management system 

cannot be simulated using HGLEAMS. Perhaps the most important missing capability is 

the ability to simulate the feedback of erosion on productivity. As soil erodes the model 

does not simulate a decline in the depth of the soil, so a dynamic analysis of the 

sustainable productivity of alternative management systems is not possible, although this 

is not a major concern on deep loess soils. Another issue is the fact that the flow of water 

and the transportation of pollutants is simulated only to the edge of the field and to the 

bottom of the root zone. The interrelationship between surface and groundwater is not 

simulated, so the movement of water after leaving the root zone is unknown. The Treynor 

watersheds are drained by perennial streams formed by gullies cutting into the saturated 

zone fed by water leaving the rootzone. It is possible therefore, that some of the 

pollutants estimated to have leached past the rootzone affect surface water quality (as 

baseflow) rather than groundwater. 
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Because the economic analysis is done at the field and farm scale, indirect 

economic effects on the producers and marketers of agricultural inputs are not 

considered, nor are the price effects which would result from large scale adoption of 

management systems to control nonpoint source water quality problems. 

Parameterization and calibration of the simulation model are described in an Appendix C. 

Scoring Functions and Importance Order for Decision Support System 

As described in Chapter 3, the PDSS uses score functions for each decision 

variable and an importance order to calculate an overall score for each management 

system which is then used to rank the management systems. Ideally, the score functions 

and importance order would be based on site specific information relating the average 

annual movement of pollutants from the edge of the field and bottom of the rootzone to 

off-site damages. For this study, the default scoring functions were used without 

modification. Two separate importance orders were considered, one determined by a 

group of experts familiar with local agriculturally related environmental problems2, and 

the second, a group of farmers3
. 

2Marco Buske of the Iowa State University West Pottawattamie County Extension 
Service, Michael Dea, farmer and chairman of the West Pottawattamie Soil Conservation 
District, Larry Kramer of the Deep Loess Research Station, Lyle Peterson, Soil Conservation 
Service, and Roger Webster of Treynor Ag Supply. 

3The group offarmers, invited by the Soil Conservation Service, included Charles 
Angeroth, Robert Deitchler, Rick Larson, Robert Soloth, Randy Williams and William 
Vorthrnann. 
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A meeting was held on August 29, 1994 with the local experts to present the 

PDSS and define the importance order of the decision criteria, as iffrom society's point 

of view. The experts determined the following importance order (equal numbers indicate 

equal importance): 

Experts' Importance Order 
1. Net Returns 

2. Atrazine in runoff 
2. Atrazine in sediment 

3. Sediment 

4. Nitrogen in runoff 
4. Nitrate Nitrogen in percolation 

S. Soil erosion 

6. Other pesticides 

On August 30, 1994, the PDSS was presented to the farmers who also ranked the 

decision variables in order of importance. The farmers agreed with the experts on the 

importance of most of the criteria, except that the ranking of the variables involving 

nitrogen and atrazine were switched: 

Farmers' Importance Order 
1. Net Returns 

2. Nitrate Nitrogen in percolation 
2. Nitrogen in runoff 

3. Sediment 

4. Atrazine in runoff 
4. Atrazine in sediment 
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5. Soil erosion 

6. Other pesticides 

Nitrogen, particularly as nitrate in groundwater, was apparently perceived as a 

greater threat than atrazine to the farmers. Farmers are interested in controlling nonpoint 

source pollution problems, as they and their neighbors are often the ones affected. 

Neither group had an opportunity to use the PDSS individually, and in both groups 

dynamic individuals appeared to significantly influence the selection process. In future 

applications, if experts will be used to rank the importance of decision variables, or the 

PDSS will be used as a negotiating tool, research on how the principles of group 

dynamics can be used to structure the meeting so that a true consensus is achieved in 

defining score functions and importance orders. 

When many decision variables are considered in the PDSS, those which are not 

given much importance do not have much effect on the final decision. Consequently, no 

pesticides other than atrazine were considered when ranking the alternative management 

systems. One potential improvement to the decision module would be a way to lump 

classes of pollutants together and include the class in the importance order. For example, 

if 5 pesticides are used which can enter surface water either in solution or adsorbed to 

sediment, they could all be considered together as one decision variable, instead of 

considering them as 10 separate decision variables. The scores and rankings for the two 

different importance orders from the PDSS are presented in Appendix D. 
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Mathematical Programming Model 

A mathematical programming model was built based on the principle that such 

models should be simple and solved multiple times in multiple formulations. The basic 

optimization problem is the selection of the set of management systems which would best 

meet the objectives of the farmer and of society. Assuming that there is a problem with 

excessive levels of one or several nonpoint source pollutants leaving the farm, the model 

can then be solved repeatedly while varying the right hand side of the constraint on that 

pollutant to estimate an abatement cost curve. The formulation of the single period 

symmetric quadratic programming problem model is: 



Maximize 
x,Y 

subject to: 

ZF = E(r)'x - ~ x'Or X - 4> y'O" Y 
2 2 

for all m, L E xfl * LahorNeedfm, ~ AvailLabor m 

f I 

for all f, L xfl ~ FieldAreaf 
I 
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(4-1) 

(4-2) 

(4-3) 

for all m, L L xfl * FieldDayNeedfmt - cI» nV" ~ E(AvailF'ieldDaym) (4-4) 
f t 

for all p, j, L xli * Pollutionpfl ~ PollutantLimitpf 
t 

x,y ~ 0 

(4-5) 

(4-6) 



Where: 

Indices 
i index for management systems 
f index for fields 
m index for months 
p index for pollutants 

Parameters 

Zp 
E(r) 

FieldArear 
LaborNeedmu 
AvailLaborm 

FieldJ)ay~eedfiru 

E(AvailFieldDayJ 
Pollutio~fi 

PollutantLimi~f 

Decision Variables 
Xti 

Scalar value of farmer's risk adjusted utility 
Vector of expected net returns per hectare by management 

system and field 
Scalar risk aversion coefficient 
Variance-covariance matrix of net returns (1: r in Chapter 3) 
Variance-covariance matrix of right hand sides (l::b in Chapter 3) 

with nonzero values associated only with expected 
available field days 

Area in each field 
Labor needed for each field, month and management system 
Labor available by month 
Field days needed for each field, month and management system 
Expected available field days by month 
Production of each pollutant from each management system on 

each field 
Maximum acceptable quantity of each pollutant from each field 

Vector of proportions of each field be put into each management 
system 

Vector of dual variables associated with constraints 

The optimization model representing society's perspective maximizes the area 

weighted score, Zs , but does not consider risk aversion, with the primal objective 

function being: 
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max z - x's s - (4-7) 
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where s is a vector of scores associated with each management system and field. The 

constraints are the same as for the farmer's optimization problem, except the constraint on 

field days (equation 4-4), which does not adjust for aversion to the uncertain number of 

field days: 

for all m, L L xfi * FieldDayNeedfmJ ~ AVai!FieldDay '" 
f i 

The mathematical programming model was implemented in the GAMS language, 

see Appendix E (Brooke et al., 1988). In response to the survey discussed in Appendix F, 

farmers in the deep loess hills region reported that the greatest constraints on their 

income are time, both for fieldwork and management, and "Wetness" (see figure 4-2). 

The primary constraints in the model therefore limit the availability of the farmer's time, 

and the availability of "field days", which are the number of days in which temperature 

and soil water permit the operation of equipment on a field. Equipment availability was 

only cited as being a constraint on income by one farmer, and so there are no constraints 

in the model to schedule machinery use throughout the season. Base acres in com is a 

constraint on some farms, but it is assumed that the representative farm is not limited in 

the number of base acres. 

Given the farmers' assessments of the constraints on their income shown in figure 

4-2, constraining production by the amount oflabor and field days available in the 

critical May and June period appears to be reasonable. It also is reasonable to think that, 
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Figure 4-2 Perceived Constraints on Farmer's Income 
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on the whole, farmers cannot all hire more labor at the same time, and in fact only 6% of 

the labor reported in the survey was hired labor. 

The model allows analysis of aversion to variation in returns and field days. As 

noted in Appendix C, the simulation model does not propagate the observed variances in 

com crop yields from the site, so that no economic interpretation is given to the value of 

<1>. The variance covariance matrix of returns, 01" was estimated assuming a marginal tax 

rate of 22%, and without crop support payments or crop insurance. A chi-square test of 

sales calculated as detrended com yields from all 4 watersheds times historical com 

prices was unable to invalidate the hypothesis that the sales are normally distributed at 
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the 95% confidence level. At the county level however, detrended annual average county 

corn and soybean sales for the years 1964-1993 (Iowa Agricultural Statistics, 1978; 1990, 

1994) from the six counties along the eastern side of the Missouri River which are 

primarily deep loess, Fremont, Mills, Pottawattamie, Harrison, Monona, and Woodbury, 

are not normally distributed, although the distributions are close to normal (figure 4-3). 

The variance covariance matrix of field day availability, (lb, was calculated from 

observed data provided in Babeir et al. (1986) for central Iowa. Estimates of monthly 

labor requirements for each management system were made in the modified version of 

CARE using standard time requirements for each piece of equipment as described in 

Appendix C. The labor requirements appear in both the labor availability and the field 

day availability constraints. 
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Mathematical Programming Model Validation 

The two primary references used in the validation of the mathematical 

programming model are Gass, 1983, and McCarl and Apland, 1986. Gass states (p. 610): 

The basic idea behind any model assessment methodology is the accumulation of 
evidence regarding the credibility and applicability of the model by an 
independent, interested party. 

Gass distinguishes between verification, which is meant to determine if a program 

"runs as intended II and validation, which "tests the agreement between the behavior of the 

model and the real world system being model" (p. 609). Verification will not be 

discussed further except to mention that, given the structure of the symmetric quadratic 

formulation, the requirement that the y vector of dual variables does indeed match the 

marginal values on the constraints when 4> is positive was found to be a useful check on 

both data and model formulation. 

McCarl and Apland distinguish between validation by construct and validation by 

results (p 156). Validation by construct refers to building a model in a logical and 

sensible way, and then thinking that it is valid without comparison to real world 

observations. Validation by results on the other hand, requires some comparison with real 

world observations. They recommend an increasingly stringent series of tests, beginning 

with a critique based on expert opinion, checking that the observed primal and dual 

values are feasible, checking how well the model can predict the current state of the 

system, checking how well the model predicts the response to a change which is observed 

in reality, and lastly tracking how well the model predicts observed outcomes over time. 
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In this case, the mathematical programming model was validated by using it to 

predict the management systems which the farmers are currently using. All farms from 

the sUlvey were modeled in the mathematical programming model assuming that they 

chose only from the 24 management system alternatives defined previously, used the 

same equipment as the representative farm (except for varying row size), and that the 

farms consisted of 60% terraced land in six fields like Watershed 4 with the remainder in 

four fields like Watershed 1. Individual farms were modeled by varying the size ofthe 

farm, the number of hours worked per week in May and June, either by the farmer or 

hired help, and the size of the equipment used (number ofrows). 

Had more detailed information been available, the parameterization of the 

mathematical programming model could have been improved by a more realistic estimate 

of the efficiency of the machinery and the time requirements of other activities, such as 

raising livestock. Other issues, such as sociological influences and the fact that the 

farmers' perceptions of the returns from the alternative management systems may differ 

from those modeled would be more difficult to incorporate. 

If the goal had been to model the adoption of alternative management systems 

over time, so called "flexibility constraints" could have been used, to limit the model 

more closely to the observed management systems and adoption rates. However, as the 

purpose of the model is to identify the management systems the farmers will tend to 

adopt, rather than estimating a time path for adoption, flexibility constraints were not 

used. 
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The optimization model was used to simulate the average proportion of four 

management subsystems for each offour farm size classes. In general, the optimization 

model overpredicted the use of the management system found to be most profitable in the 

simulation model, compared to the use of that subsystem reported in the survey. In part 

the discrepancy is due to the fact that management systems are being adopted over time 

while the model is only looking at the current period. Thus, the overprediction of the use 

of no till tillage as shown in figure 4-4 is understandable if the assumption made in 

applying the simulation model, namely that chemical weed control will be as effective as 

mechanical weed control, is well founded. Figure 4-1 supports the idea that there is a 

rapid adoption of no till taking place in the deep loess hills. 

On the other hand, there is a wide variation in the management subsystems used, 

which the model does not capture. The quantity of nitrogen applied on corn is 

overpredicted (figure 4-5). This overprediction is due to the fact that, in the simulation 

model, the lower rate of nitrogen application resulted in lower yields because of stress 

towards the end of the 20 year simulation. The model provided reasonable estimates of 

the nitrogen application methods as shown in figure 4-6. The underpredicition ofliquid 

application on the smaller farms may be related to the overprediction of no till, so that the 

modeled farms had more time available for anhydrous preplant applications. The model 

clearly overpredicts the use of atrazine, as shown in figure 4-7. The farmers generally 

agreed that atrazine was $8 an acre cheaper than the next best alternative in response to 

the survey. One factor is the recent regulation which precludes application of atrazine 
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within 66 feet of a water course, as shown by the decline in use of atrazine. Another 

possible explanation is the fact that application quantities are limited, both by regulation 

and by carryover effects on following soybean crops. Increasing atrazine resistance in 

weeds is also a possibility (Roger Webster, personal communication). 
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Chapter Summary 
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This chapter has presented the farm representative of the deep loess hills area, the 

set of alternative management systems, the parameterization of the simulation model, the 

use of the PDSS to score the management systems alternatives, the mathematical 

programming model used and a comparison of the management systems predicted by the 

mathematical programming model with those actually used by farmers. The optimization 

model did a reasonable job of predicting the tillage system toward which farmers appear 

to be moving, the rate of nitrogen application and method used, but it did not do well in 

predicting use of atrazine. 
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V. EMPIRICAL APPLICATION 

This chapter presents an analysis of the representative farm to show how farms 

could be targeted for extension and how to estimate economic incentives to control 

nonpoint source water pollution. No policy implications can be drawn for the deep loess 

hills region as a whole, but the analysis should hold for those farms in the deep loess hills 

which are similar to the representative farm studied here. 

The mathematical programming model provides several important pieces of 

information. A solution details the set of management systems which optimize the 

objective function subject to the constraints, and in addition, provide an area weighted, 

expected net return and an area weighted score for the application of those management 

systems on the farm. 

The base solution for the representative farm described in Chapter 4 assumes 6 

row equipment with the farmer working 60 hours a week and a risk aversion coefficient 

of <I> = .00001. The optimal solution for the base case is 242 hectares planted in No till, 

preplant anhydrous ammonia at 168 kilogramslha and using atrazine, with only 0.3 

hectares of No till, liquid nitrogen at 168 kglha and atrazine used. The area weighted net 

return is $76lhectare and the area weighted score, using the expert's importance order, is 

0.68. The base solution of the model with the objective function of maximizing the area 

weighted score, as iffrom society's perspective, is almost identical to that of the farmer, 

with only an additional 0.3 hectares of liquid nitrogen in the optimal solution. 



Given the results of the simulation model, the importance order defined by the 

experts and the default scoring functions, there is not a problem with nonpoint source 

water quality externalities for the representative farm. The farmer would have the 

economic incentive to adopt the management system, no till with 168 kilograms on 

anhydrous ammonia and using atrazine, which society would prefer on all fields. 
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No till is preferred by the farmer because it is labor saving and earns more, in 

addition to the environmental advantages. Although postplant anhydrous ammonia would 

lead to less nitrogen in runoff and percolation, there is no significant economic benefit 

and the additional labor required during May outweighs the environmental benefits of 

postponing the nitrogen application. Although atrazine was an important decision 

criterion (ranked second), the high cost of using a replacement herbicide meant that 

atrazine was still preferred in the solution maximizing the area weighted score. 

Whole Farm Effects 

The two primary issues which can be studied at the farm scale which cannot be 

studied at the field scale are the labor availability and risk aversion. For the 

representative farm, labor availability is a key determinant of the management system 

selected by the optimization model. As can be seen in figure 5-1, if a farmer on the 

representative farm uses 6 row equipment and works less than 60 hours a week, the most 

labor saving method of nitrogen application, custom spraying of liquid nitrogen, must be 

used on a large part of the farm. Farmers would prefer to apply the nitrogen themselves 

and save the expense of custom application, but there would not be enough time or field 
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Figure 5-1 Labor Availability and Nitrogen Application Method 

days to do so. Beyond 60 hours a week the limiting constraint is wetness of the fields in 

May (field days), so the solution is the same. 

According to the model, farmers using 4 row equipment would not have enough 

time and field days to cultivate all 242 hectares. Even using no till with a custom liquid 

application of nitrogen, the most that could be farmed is 209 hectares or 86% of the farm. 

According to the survey, 4 out of 18 farms in the 500 and 700 acre size classes used 4 

row equipment, so those farmers must have found ways to work around the constraints, 
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such as running the equipment faster or not performing all of the operations assumed in 

the simulation. 

The other whole farm consideration, risk aversion, did not play an important role 

in the selection of management systems for the representative farm in the base case. 

Although increasing the risk aversion coefficient reduced the utility of the returns to the 

farmer (figure 5-2), the optimal set of management systems did not change as the risk 

aversion coefficient increased. The reason risk aversion did not change the optimal 

solution is that the alternative management systems analyzed were very similar. The 

same crop rotation and similar tillage systems were used with variations in nitrogen and 

pesticide subsystems designed to reduce environmental problems. The simulation model 

estimates the effect of each management system on crop yields by estimating water and 

nitrogen stress which reduces yields. As the management systems with the highest yields 

had the least stress, they also had lower variances. Risk aversion, thus, did not affect the 

optimal solution of the base case. Only when additional constraints are put on the 

environmental variables does risk aversion affect the optimal solution. 
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Almost all of the decline in utility with risk aversion was due to aversion to the 
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variation in income, not to aversion to the variation in the number of field days available. 

Even when the risk aversion coefficient was so high that less than the whole farm was 

cultivated, the decrease in utility caused by aversion to field day variation was less than 

$lIhectare. 

For any particular application it is an empirical question whether or not the 

benefit from considering aversion to the variation in limiting right hand side quantities 

using a symmetric quadratic formulation is worth the added model complexity. Because 



the symmetric quadratic formulation has additional terms in both the objective function 

and the constraints, it is not apparent how important aversion to variation in the right 

hand sides will be relative to the effect of aversion to variation in income. In general, 

however, the more binding the stochastic constraints, the greater the effect of the risk 

aversion to variation in that constraint (the vector of dual variables, y, appears in both 

terms (<1>12 y'1:by and <l>1: by'). 
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In most farm scale models, all of the elements in the vector of expected returns to 

the management systems, E(r), will vary, while only some of the elements in the vector 

of right hand sides, E(b), will be variable. Consequently, the variance covariance matrix 

associated with the right hand sides, 1:b, will contain many 0 values, while the variance 

covariance matrix of returns, 1:", will probably contain only nonzero elements. In the 

representative farm, only the field days are considered variable, and only the field day 

availability in May is binding. For the representative farm with an assumed risk aversion 

coefficient of .00001, aversion to variation in returns reduces the utility of the returns for 

the whole farm by $350.67. The reduction in utility due to aversion to the variability of 

available field days, again for the whole farm, is $.45. In this case, application of the 

symmetric quadratic model rather than the "asymmetric" model, which only considers 

the variation in returns, is not justified. For other farm models application of the 

symmetric quadratic formulation might be justified, if some of the other binding 

constraints are considered stochastic, or ifthere are greater demands for the field days (as 



would happen if mulch till were to be more profitable than no till), or if an area had a 

greater variability of available field days. 

Individual PollutantlEconomic Tradeoffs 

One of the primary benefits of building a farm scale optimization model is the 

ability to impose constraints on the allowable levels of pollutants leaving the farm's 
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fields. By varying the amounts of the pollutants allowed to leave the fields, the abatement 

cost to the farmer for the pollutant can be estimated. Although the cost of controlling a 

number of different pollutants could be analyzed, only the three most important will be 

analyzed here: sediment, nitrogen in percolation and atrazine in runoff. 

Sediment 

Although the fields in the deep loess hills region are prone to high rates of 

erosion, most of the soil is redeposited in the grassed waterways and at the base of the 

slope before leaving the field as sediment. Even for the deep disking, continuous com 

management system on unterraced watershed 1, the average annual sediment losses were 

only 14 tlha from 1973 to 1991 (Appendix C). As the most profitable management 

system is no till, which would reduce sediment, and most of the representative farm is 

terraced, sediment yields will be very low, and constraining below 2 tonslha means that 

the farmer cannot continue to farm that field. 
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Figure 5-3 Sediment Abatement Cost 

Farms using a com soybean rotation should have less of a problem with nitrogen 

than has been observed at the Deep Loess Research Station, which has maintained, until 

recently, continuous com on all of the watersheds, because nitrogen is not applied to the 

soybean crop. The amount of nitrogen leaving the field in surface water or percolation is 

affected by the natural rate of mineralization of the organic matter in the soils. The Ida 

Monona soils are high in organic matter, and will lose some nitrogen, no matter what 

management system is used. 
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Since the simulation model could not reproduce the amount of baseflow which is 

assumed to pass the bottom of the root zone as percolation (table C-5), the units are in 

parts per million concentration, rather than in units of mass. The estimated concentration 

could overstate the concentration of nitrate nitrogen leaving the root zone (table e-7). 

There is a potential problem with nitrogen which can be seen in figure 5-4, which shows 

that the management system with the highest returns exceeds the maximum contaminant 

level (MeL) for nitrate nitrogen of 10 parts per million, and that it would cost almost 

$10/ha to meet the MeL. 
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The MeL is a standard which applies to drinking water on an annual basis, and 

may not be applicable to water leaving the root zone if there is reason to believe that 

natural processes will continue to reduce the concentration of nitrate nitrogen before the 

water is made available for human consumption. Nevertheless, the elevated 

concentrations of nitrogen are an indication of a potential problem. The increased 

economic returns to the higher rate of nitrogen application (168 kglha) were most 

noticeable in the last years of the 20 year simulation period, as yields declined with the 

140 kg/ha management systems. 

Atrazine 

Atrazine is the only pesticide whose reduced emissions are considered. As with 

most pesticides, it is possible to completely eliminate emissions of atrazine by replacing 

that pesticide with another. In response to the survey, farmers reported that it cost $8/acre 

to replace atrazine. As atrazine is only used every other year on the com crop, the 

average annual cost to completely eliminate atrazine is $10lha. The cost to reduce 

atrazine emissions may be overstated, as indicated by the levels of use of atrazine 

reported in the survey (figure 4-7). Restrictions on the amounts of atrazine used and 

possible carryover damage to soybeans may limit the effectiveness of atrazine (Roger 

Webster, personal communication, 1994). 
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Analysis of ScorelEconomic Tradeoffs 
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4 

The Natural Resource Conservation Service has been under pressure due to the 

work load associated with Conservation Compliance and declining budgets. If the 

Natural Resource Conservation Service's efforts could be targeted to those farms causing 

the most damage and having the greatest economic incentives to adopt alternative 

management systems, the NRCS would be more likely to achieve its conservation goals. 

Scatterplots of the area weighted scores and incomes for each of the 24 alternative 

management systems on terraced and unterraced fields are shown in figures 5-6 and 5-7. 
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Figure 5-6 uses the scores derived from the importance order developed by the 

experts, and figure 5-7 uses the importance order from the farmers. The conventional 

practice is the one which is closest to the management system currently used on 

Watershed 1: Mulch till, anhydrous ammonia preplant at 168 kilograms per hectare using 

atrazine. By definition, the conventional management system scores .5 for all decision 

criteria. The same management systems applied on the terraced field, Watershed 4, 

scored higher than on the unterraced field. 

As many of the alternative management systems were designed to reduce 

pollution, they scored higher than the conventional system, but few ofthe systems earned 

more than the conventional for the farmer. Figure 5-6 graphically illustrates the fact that, 

given the experts' importance order, farmers face economic incentives which wi11lead 

them, eventually, to adopt the set of management systems with the highest score. Had a 

penalty been imposed when scoring the alternative management systems for the potential 

problem indicated by exceeding the MeL for nitrate nitrogen in percolation, then there 

would have been a discrepancy between the management systems which optimize returns 

and those which optimize the scores. 

Figure 5-7 shows that when the importance order defined by the group of farmers 

- which ranked nitrogen higher in importance than atrazine - is used, there is a 

discrepancy between the set of management earns the highest returns and that which gets 

the highest score. Since the farmers themselves think that controlling nitrogen (nitrate) is 
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an important issue, and they are the one who would most likely be affected by high 

nitrate levels, this discrepancy is not properly speaking an externality, but it presents an 

opportunity to encourage farmers to adopt management systems which reduce the 

emissions of nitrogen which could contaminate local supplies of groundwater. 

Estimating Required Economic Incentives for a Representative Farm 

The required economic incentives to control nonpoint source pollution from the 

representative farm are the incentives which would equate the economic returns from the 

optimal set of management systems from society's point of view with the returns from 

the most profitable management systems. The incentives could be applied either as a 

subsidy to adopt the environmentally preferred management systems or a charge to 

discourage the use of the most profitable management systems. As mentioned in Chapter 

3, subsidies would tend to encourage more people to become farmers in the long run, 

which would increase overall pollution. If the experts' importance order is used, as 

shown in figure 5-6, there is no need for economic incentives: the farmers' preferred 

solution is also society's preferred solution. 

On the other hand, if the farmers' importance order is used, farmers do not face 

economic incentives to adopt the management systems which maximize the score. As 

noted above, this is not an externality, since the farmers themselves suffer the damage 

from high emissions of nitrogen. Education, rather than economic incentives would be an 

appropriate policy response, and the farmers are aware of this problem, as indicated by 

the importance placed on nitrogen by the farmers and the reported levels of nitrogen 
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application (figure 4-5). Nevertheless, the economic incentives are estimated to illustrate 

how they could be calculated. 

As farmers were really only concerned about nitrogen in percolation and the 

quantity of nitrogen emitted in percolation is an order of magnitude greater than the 

nitrogen in runoff (table C-7), only nitrogen in percolation will be considered. The set of 

management systems with the highest area weighted score, given the importance order 

which placed nitrogen in runoff and percolation as the second most important decision 

criteria, uses no till and atrazine on the whole farm. Nitrogen application would be 

modified from 168 kglha of pre plant nitrogen to 168 kg/ha postplant application on the 

nonterraced fields, and 48 hectares of post plant, 140 kilograms of nitrogen and 13 5 

hectares ofliquid nitrogen at 140 kilograms/ha on the terraced fields. The overall cost to 

the farmer would be $10/ha, or 13% of the net returns of the farm (excluding returns to 

land and labor). 

As discussed in Chapter 3, the incentives could be applied to either the 

management systems used by the farmer, or to the estimated emissions of pollutants from 

the farm. If the farmers' importance order were used (and those damaged were not the 

farmers themselves) the magnitude of the economic incentives (charges or subsidies) 

which would induce the adoption of the socially preferred set of management systems 

would be: 



Inputs 

Emissions 

$10lha 

Quantity 

NT.ANO.168.ATR.WS1 
NT.ANO.140.ATR.WS4 
NT.LIQ.140.ATR.WS4 
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61 ha 
48 ha 
135 ha 

$7/kg/ha N in perc Average of 6.3 kglha N in perc 



VI. SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, RECOMMENDATIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH 

Summary 
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A decision support system capable of providing information which can be used to 

encourage the voluntary adoption of alternative management systems to improve water quality at 

the fann scale has been developed. The extensions to the PDSS include labor and field day 

availability and aversion to variation in income and field days. The farms with the greatest 

potential for voluntary improvement can be identified, and if the level of improvement is not 

acceptable, the magnitude of economic incentives needed to induce the voluntary adoption of 

alternative management systems can be calculated. 

Economic incentives are important determinants of fanner behavior. If there are 

conservation practices which would earn the farmers money, those practices should be 

encouraged. On the other hand, iffarmers have already adopted all of the conservation practices 

which provide higher returns and standards still are not being met, then policy makers should 

think about modifying the economic incentives facing fanners. Equity considerations have not 

been emphasized here, but it would also be possible to use the mathematical programming model 

to determine which farms would be put under undue hardship by additional rules constraining 

the emission of pollutants. 

The decision support system presented here complements the Prototype Decision 

Support System (PDSS) developed at the Southwest Watershed Research Center by extending 

the scale from the field to the farm and explicitly recognizing that reducing externalities will not 

be in the farmer's economic self interest. Together with a more comprehensive field scale 

simulation model than had been available and an economic accounting program, the two 



comprehensive field scale simulation model than had been available and an economic 

accounting program, the two decision support systems are capable of analyzing of a 

broad range of nonpoint source water quality problems. 
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Nonpoint source pollution occurs over wide areas, so monitoring is expensive 

relative to the magnitude of the economic damages from any particular field. The PDSS 

aims to improve management of nonpoint source pollution from agriculture by reducing 

the information cost using three approximations. The first approximation is to use a 

simulation model to extend observed data rather than monitoring to quantify the effects 

of alternative management systems on the criteria of interest. The second approximation 

is to allow experts to develop score functions which relate quantities of pollutants emitted 

to their social desirability as a proxy for calculating off-site economic damages from 

those pollutants. The third approximation is in eliciting an importance order for the 

decision criteria rather than a specific set of weights on those criteria. 

The method presented here uses optimization models to select the set of 

management systems as ifboth farmers and society as a whole were selecting the 

management systems. Extension efforts can be targeted to those farms which have an 

economic incentive to adopt management systems which could improve both farm 

income and reduce pollutant loadings. Further, estimates can be made of the economic 

incentives needed to encourage the adoption of management systems which are not in the 

farmer's interest, but are in society's overall interest. Because of the comprehensive 
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nature of multi objective decision making to control nonpoint source water pollution, the 

analysis has also been comprehensive. 

Conclusions 

The conclusions for the specific case of the representative farm in the deep loess 

hills will be presented first, followed by the more general conclusions. For the 

reprentative farm, given the importance orders of both the experts and the farmers, 

economic incentives are not needed to reduce sediment yield or atrazine emissions. 

Because farms in the deep loess hills are classified as highly erodible land (HEL), 

farmers are using conservation tillage to maintain compliance. In addition, the no till 

tillage system is being adopted rapidly because of its economic, environmental and labor 

saving benefits. The negative effects from no till, namely increased percolation and the 

required application of a bumdown herbicide are outweighed by the benefits of no till. 

Although atrazine was considered an important pollutant, management systems using a 

different herbicide were not preferred because of the high cost of using the other 

herbicide (using the default scoring functions). 

Depending on the importance given to controlling emissions of nitrogen, 

modifications to the nitrogen application rates and methods would include reducing the 

rate applied from 168 kg/ha to 140 kg/ha on the fields with terraces, and shifting 

application from preplant to a combination of postplant anhydrous ammonia and liquid 

nitrogen. The modifications would cost the farmer up to $lO/ha. 
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The optimization model was able to provide reasonable predictions of existing 

tillage, nitrogen application rates and methods, by farm size class. The model does not do 

as well in predicting the use of atrazine, and in the future should be modified to take into 

account the factors which limit the use of atrazine. In general, the solutions are 

overspecialized, indicating that some factors affecting adoption of management systems 

either over time (such as a lag in adopting no till) or across farms were not included in 

the analysis. 

On the representative 600 acre farm, available labor was found to be important in 

the selection of nitrogen application methods. Farmers with smaller equipment and larger 

farms must either use liquid nitrogen or work very hard during the months of May and 

June. Even working 80 hours a week and using no till with custom applications of liquid 

nitrogen fertilizer, a farmer with four row equipment and 600 acres to farm would be 

constrained by available field days to cultivating less than the whole farm. 

Consideration of risk aversion reduced utility but did not affect the set of 

management systems in the optimal solution for the representative farm unless additional 

environmental constraints were added. The additional complexity of the symmetric 

quadratic formulation was not justified, as aversion to risk in the form of variations in 

available field days had a negligible effect on the optimal solution. 

The first more general conclusion is that using simulation models for selecting 

management systems based on mUltiple objectives is a very demanding application of 

simulation models. The models need to be extremely comprehensive. Even the most 
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comprehensive field scale model available was not comprehensive enough, so nutrient, 

crop growth and economic components were added. Problems common in any simulation 

exercise, such as estimating parameter values and adapting models to work under local 

conditions arose. For example, different parameters than those used in the EPIC model 

had to be used to account for the observed second year effect of com rather than relying 

on a single set of parameters which could be used irrespective of the previous crop. 

Further, the simulation model did not capture the effect of occasional dry periods on com 

yields when postplant anhydrous ammonia was applied, leading to potentially misleading 

conclusions about the desirability of that management subsystem. 

In addition, multiobjective decision making requires a good estimate of each part 

of the water balance, including runoff, percolation, and transpiration from the crop if the 

pollutant loadings and economic returns are to be properly estimated. Evapotranspiration 

was estimated to comprise 85% of the water balance, so small errors in estimating ET can 

greatly affect other components of the water balance and ultimately, estimates of the 

associated decision criteria. Calibrating simulation models for a number of model outputs 

is also difficult as changes in input parameters affect all the model outputs. 

If damage thresholds are to be used, then the absolute values ofpollutant 

emissions are important, not just the relative values. Given the difficulties in accurately 

quantifying the water balance on ungauged watersheds, the use of simuiation models to 

compare emissions of nonpoint source pollutants against an acceptable threshold could 

unfairly restrict some farmers or allow others to pollute, depending on the errors resulting 
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from the default parameters. Monitoring of experimental watersheds should continue or 

expand in areas with acute nonpoint source pollution problems, so that simulation models 

can be calibrated using observed data to effectively control pollution and be fair to all 

concerned. 

Although not without problems, simulation models may provide the only feasible 

way of estimating the effects of alternative management systems on the decision criteria. 

If observed data are available they can easily be included in the current version of the 

PDSS, as happened with the USLE soil erosion estimates made by the Natural Resource 

Conservation Service. 

If the set of management systems is relatively similar, the management system 

which produces the highest mean return may also produce the returns with the lowest 

variance, or with variances low enough so that risk aversion does not affect the optimal 

solution until environmental constraints are added to the model which have the effect of 

increasing stress on the crop and so increase the variance and the mean yields. 

There is reason to believe that farmers can be encouraged to adopt management 

systems which will make significant progress toward reducing nonpoint source pollution 

without extensive controls on agriculture. No till tillage provides extensive economic and 

environmental benefits, which outweigh the negative side effects, at least in the case 

studied. Farmers are concerned about the amount of nitrogen leaving their fields, and 

reported using less nitrogen and atrazine than the quantities estimated to maximize 

returns in the optimization model. 



Information technology can reduce the cost of site specific economic and 

technical information so that better conservation decisions can be made. A simulation 

model linked to the PDSS and to a mathematical programming model can be used to 

encourage the voluntary adoption of management systems to improve water quality 

through better targeting of extension efforts and improved economic incentives. 

Recommendations 
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Data are collected at experimental watersheds for a number of research purposes. 

To select from a set of alternative management systems one would prefer to have 

observed data from as many of the alternative management systems about as many 

decision criteria as possible. A simulation model can then be calibrated and used to 

extend the observed data as needed. The data collected at the Deep Loess Research 

Station, although very detailed in some respects, did not include observations on either 

the crop rotations or tillage systems which are most commonly used in the deep loess 

hills region. 

If collecting data to improve natural resource management in the deep loess hills 

is a research goal, one recommendation is to begin collecting data on mulch till and no 

till com soybean rotations, as these management systems are used on over 90% of the 

fields with the same soils and slope class. A second recommendation is to modify 

Watershed 4 so that the terraces meet the NRCS specifications. Such modification could 

be expensive, but unless the watershed is similar to other terraced fields, data from the 

watershed may not be representative of terraced fields in the deep loess hills region. 
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The PDS S can be improved in several ways. First, much more time was spent in 

quantifying the effects of the management system alternatives on the decision criteria 

than in scoring the alternatives. Modification should be made to facilitate the quick and 

flexible quantification of the management alternatives on the decision criteria. The user 

should be able to make a quick graphical check after each operation to ensure the logical 

consistency within and between alternatives. 

Further, although the primary benefit of the PDSS is to facilitate decision making 

about nonpoint source pollution issues without the requirement for complete information, 

one would want to be able to incorporate all available information. Assuming the major 

decision criteria are agreed upon and off-site damages can be assigned a dollar value, the 

ranking of the alternatives from the PDSS should be consistent with a ranking by the net 

economic benefits of the alternatives. Ifinformation on off-site damages is available, 

there should be a way to incorporate that information into the decision component by 

fixing the weight directly or defining a maximum or minimum weight for that criteria. 

A method to consider uncertainty has not yet been incorporated into the PDSS. 

Uncertainty reduces the ability to distinguish between alternatives. If data are not 

available for calibration, it would be safest to use the PDSS and the decision support 

system presented here to examine sets of management systems for which there are large 

differences between alternative management systems. Such large differences result from 

differences in crop rotations and tillage systems, which have strong effects on both the 



water balance and net returns, compared to differences caused by variations in nutrient 

and pesticide management subsystems. 

Future Research 
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The goal in the development of the PDSS was to improve the scientific basis for 

natural resource decision making. Although it is easier to develop decision support 

systems which can be used at the field or farm level than at the watershed or regional 

level, it is easier for the organizations charged with improving water quality from 

agriculture, such as the state departments of environmental quality and the state offices of 

the Natural Resource Conservation Service, to deploy decision support systems at larger 

scales. A number of issues require additional research before a watershed scale decision 

support system can be developed and deployed. 

If watersheds are to be managed for the economic goal of maximizing the net 

benefits of policies to control of nonpoint source pollution, three conditions must be met. 

First, least cost technology must be used on each farm to reduce pollution. Second, the 

marginal cost of reducing pollution between farms should be equal. Third, pollution 

should be controlled to a level which really is optimal rather than simply an arbitrary 

standard. If a watershed model is included in the PDSS, substantial progress can be made 

toward meeting all three of these conditions. 

A farm scale mathematical programming model can be used to determine which 

management systems reduce pollution at least cost. A watershed scale simulation model 

could be used to route pollutants from individual fields to the water bodies of interest. 
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Such routing should include both the vadose zone and groundwater if the groundwater is 

at risk of contamination. If the effect of emissions of various quantities of pollutants from 

points in the watershed could be estimated, then estimates could be made of the marginal 

costs to farms of controlling pollutants from different locations inside the watershed, to 

begin to satisfy the second condition. 

Lastly, given information on the magnitudes of damages in the water bodies of 

interest, more objective methods of having experts develop score functions to account for 

off-site damages would be possible. As an aside, further research is also needed in the 

application ofthe principles of group dynamics to the selection of scoring functions and 

importance orders, so that the overall scoring is made in as objective a manner as 

possible. 

Watershed scale simulation modeling is difficult because it must rely on many 

parameter estimates which cannot be measured. In addition, other economic issues must 

be addressed, such as how best to aggregate farms, and how to account for potential price 

increases of agricultural products ifmany of the farms in a region change management 

systems. 

Attempts to control of nonpoint source pollution will always suffer from a 

shortage of information. Management, defined as the ability make critical decisions based 

on inadequate information, will be needed for the foreseeable future. Improvements in 

information technology will bring more and more science to bear, to improve the 

management of our natural resources. 
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Appendix A 

DERIVATION OF THE RISK PREMIUM 

The following proof, developed by Dr. Edward Shirley, mathematician at the 

USDA-ARS Southwest Watershed Research Center, shows that assuming a constant 

Arrow-Pratt risk aversion coefficient, -u"/u' = $, for utility u, implies an exponential 

utility function. Furthermore, ifthe wealth is w + x, where x is normally distributed with 

mean 0 and standard deviation 0, then the risk premium is Y:z $0 2
• 

Define a utility function uO to be twice differentiable and strictly increasing from 

u(O) = 0 to u(oo)=l. Assume -u"(w)/u'(w) = $, where $ is a constant. Notice that $ is not 

equal to 0, for if $ could equal 0, it would imply that u"(w) = O. Hence u'(w) = k for some 

constant, k, and thus for some constant b, u(w) = b + kw. This contradicts the definition 

that u must be strictly increasing from 0 to 1. 

We have log(u'(w))' = u"(w)/u'(w) = -$. Integration gives log(u'(w)) = -$w + d, 

where d is a constant. Exponentiation gives u'(w) = e-<jIw+d = ede-<pw :: ke-«jlw, where k > O. 

Integrating a second time gives u(w) = f - k 1/$ e-<Pw, where fis an integration constant. 

To evaluate the constants k and fwe need to evaluate the function at known points. There 

are two boundaries, which are sufficient for two constants. The first boundary condition, 

u(O) = 0, gives 

-kl$ eO + f= 0 or f= kI$. Substituting kI$ for f, we get u(w) = -kl$ e-<Pw + kI$ = 

kI$ ( 1- e-¢j = ttl - e-¢j. The second boundary condition, u(oo) = 1, gives f= 1. This 

finally gives 



u(w) = 1 - e-<I>w 

Define the risk premium, P x(w), for the variation in wealth, X, by 

u( w - Px(w) == E[u(w + x)] 
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(A-I) 

(A-2) 

Substituting equation (A-I) into equation (A-2) gives 1 - e-<l>Cw-Pxcw» = E[1 - e-<I>cw+xl], 

Simplifying gives 1 - e-<l>w e<l>Px(W) = 1 - E[e -<I>w e-<l>X] = 1 - E[ e-<l>x]. Solving for PxCw) gives 

Px(w) = 1/<1> log (E[e -<l>X]) (A-3) 

The quantity E( e-<I>X) is the moment generating function for the random variable x. 

Assume x is normally distributed with mean, Il, equal to 0 and standard deviation, o. A 

closed form for the moment generating function is available (Freund, 1971, pg 166): 

E(e-<I>") = exp(-<I>1l + Y2 <1>2(2) = exp(1I2<1>202). Substituting into equation (A-3) we get 

Px(w) = 11<1> log (exp(Y2 <1>2(2» = <1>/202 (A-4) 
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AppendixB 

DESCRIPTION OF MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS 

The goal in defining the set of management systems was to highlight the tradeoffs 

between farm income and water quality. A management system here consists of a set of 

"practices" or subsystems, each of which includes a com and soybean crop in rotation, a 

tillage method, a nitrogen application method and nitrogen quantity, and a pesticide 

application method and quantity. 

Table B-1 presents the timing of tillage operations on each tillage system and 

crop. Table B-2 shows the timing, application method and quantities of nitrogen and 

phosphorus in the fertilizer application systems. Fertilizer is only applied once every two 

years, and only on the com crop. Table B-3 presents the timing and quantities of 

herbicides applied with each crop, tillage and nutrient combination. If nitrogen is applied 

in liquid form, herbicides can be applied with the fertilizer in the same operation. The 

month in which operations fall is important for the interpretation of the results from the 

mathematical programming model. An implicit assumption of the model is that 

operations can be performed at different times within any month, but that they cannot be 

moved from one month to another. 



Table B-1 Crop / Tillage Operation Dates 

Disk Field Plant Shall Disk Plant Cult Cult Harv 
Management Corn Cult Corn Disk Beans Beans Corn Beans Beans 

System Corn Bean 

4/25 5/1 5/5 5/8 5/13 5/15 5/25 6/5 9/30 

Corn-MT* X X X X 

Beans - MT X X X X X 

Corn - NT** X X 

Beans - NT X X X 

*MT (Mulch Till ) - The shallow disking and field cultivation are assumed to be performed in a way which leaves 
an average residue cover level of35% at planting. 
**NT (No Till) - Without tillage the residue cover at planting is assumed to be an average of60%. 

Harv 
Corn 

10/31 

X 

X 

..
w 
-l 



Table B-2 Crop / Tillage / Nutrient Combinations (All fertilizer applied on com crop) 

Preplant Apply N Liquid Starter Fertilizer 
Management Anhydrous kglha kglha 

System kg/ha 

4/27 512 5/5 

LIQ.140 112 N 28 N, 84 P 

LIQ.168 140N 28N,84P 

ANR.140 112 N 28 N, 84 P 

ANR.168 140N 28 N, 84 P 

ANO.140 28 N, 84 P 

ANO.168 28 N, 84 P 

Postplant 
Anhydrous 

kglha 

5/26 

112 N 

140N 

-Vol 
00 



Table B-3 CroE / Tillage / Pesticide Combinations 

Management Com Preplant Com Preplant Bean Preplant Com Postplant Soybean 
System wi Liquid N kg/ha kg/ha kg/ha Postplant 

kg/ha kgfua 

5/2 5110 6/5 6/15 
MT.ANR.ATR Aatrex 1.7 Treflan .56 Sencor.07 Pursuit .17 
MT.ANO.ATR Dual 2.25 Banvel.4 
MT.ANR.BAN Banvel.79 Treflan .56 Sencor .07 Pursuit .17 
MT.ANO.BAN Dual 2.25 Banvel.4 
MT.LIQ.ATR Aatrex 1.7 Treflan .56 Sencor.07 Pursuit .17 

Dual 2.25 Banvel.4 

MT.LIQ.BAN Banvel.79 Treflan .56 Sencor.07 Pursuit .17 
Dual 2.25 Banvel.4 

NT. ANR. ATR Aatrex 1.7 Treflan .56 Sencor.07 Pursuit .17 
NT.ANO.ATR Dual 2.25 Roundup.84 Banvel.4 

Roundup.84 

NT.ANRBAN Banvel.79 Treflan .56 Sencor.07 Pursuit .17 
NT.ANO.BAN Dual 2.25 Roundup .84 Banvel.4 

Roundup. 84 
NT.LIQ.ATR Aatrex 1.7 Treflan .56 Sencor.07 Pursuit .17 

Dual 2.25 Roundup .84 Banvel.4 
Roundup. 84 

NT.LIQ.BAN Banvel.79 Treflan .56 Sencor.07 Pursuit .17 
Dual 2.25 Roundup .84 BanvelA 
Roundup. 84 

..-
w 
\0 
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AppendixC 

SIMULATION MODEL PARAMETERIZATION 

The purpose of Appendix C is to document the parameterization of the simulation 

model and to quantify the relationship between simulated results and available observed 

data. The GLEAMS model was designed to estimate the relative effects of alternative 

management systems on the various quantities of the agricultural pollutants leaving a 

field (Leonard et aI., 1987). The scoring function methodology used in th~ PDSS is also 

designed to use the relative effects of alternative management systems on the decision 

criteria to rank those management systems. 

However, when standards are to be applied on the quantities of pollutants leaving 

a field, the absolute quantities become important. Simulation error may result in either 

acceptable management systems not being allowed, or conversely, unacceptable systems 

being allowed. To properly estimate the costs to farmers of adopting alternative 

management systems to improve water quality, it is important to have reliable estimates 

of the effects of alternative management systems on both net returns and pollutant 

loadings. Unfortunately, the two tillage systems which have been observed at the Deep 

Loess Research Station (DLRS) are not among those used by most farmers. In the deep 

loess hills, deep disking is not acceptable under Conservation Compliance and ridge till is 

rarely practiced. Nor does the observed record include com soybeC) . .a rotations, as only 

data for continuous com are available. A modified version of th.~ GLEAMS simulation 

model was used to estimate the effects of the 48 management systems based on the idea 
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that the amount of water held on fields by mulch till or no till would be bracketed by the 

observed amounts held on the field by deep disking and ridge till. 

Simulating the Economics of Alternative Management Systems 

The PDSS includes an Input File Builder (IFB) for the modified GLEAMS model, 

called HGLEAMS hereafter. Input files are created based on the default parameters 

suggested in the GLEAMS documentation (SWRC, 1994). The IFB allows the user to 

edit the most sensitive parameters. The climate, watershed topographies and soils of the 

four experimental watersheds of the Deep Loess Research Station (DLRS) are included 

in the current version of the PDSS, known officially as Version 1.1 of the Water Quality 

Decision Support System. The Input File Builder also creates budgets for each 

management system which are used to calculate net returns. 

The parameters that affect the water balance in HGLEAMS also affect the crop 

yield, which in tum affects the net returns. Sales are estimated as the simulated crop yield 

times a constant price for each crop harvested in the simulation. In the modified CARE 

program, costs are allocated for each operation, including an allocation for interest and 

other overhead costs on machinery. Budgeted costs for each management system 

alternative are constant over the course of the simulation. 

Observed com yields from Watersheds 1 and 4 indicate that average yields are 

similar regardless of the tillage system. The average yield for the period 1972-1991 on 

Watershed 1 is 6.6 tlha and 6.7 tlha on Watershed 4 (roughly 107 bu/acre). The effect of 

the mulch till and no till tillage systems on the amount of water available for plant growth 
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should be intermediate between deep disking and ridge till. Since there is a large 

difference in observed runoff between the deep disking and ridge till systems (table C-S), 

but very little difference in com yields between the two observed tillage systems, there 

should not be a large difference in yields between no till and mulch till due to the 

increased water held on the field. 

While yields for the two tillage systems are similar, the observed standard 

deviation of the com yield for the ridge till system on a terraced field is lower than for 

deep disking on an unterraced field for the period 1972 to 1991, 1.5 tlha compared to 1.8 

tlha. The coefficients of variation are .23 and .28, respectively. The difference in the 

standard deviations was not well preserved when simulating those same management 

systems. The standard deviation of simulated com yields with both deep disking and 190 

kglha nitrogen every year on Watershed 1 and ridge till with 190 kglha nitrogen on 

Watershed 4 were both 1.1. 

Given that the amount of water held on a field by mulch till and no till should be 

intermediate between deep disking and ridge till, there probably is not a large difference 

in the standard deviations of crop yield in the two tillage systems. Further, when growing 

soybeans every other year, the variation in income due to yield variations is dampened 

even more. Soybean yields are less variable than com yields, as is shown in table C-l. 

Evidence also indicates that com grown in rotation with another crop is less affected by 

dry conditions than continuous com (Escuro et al., 1994), so that one would not expect 
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large differences in standard deviations of net returns among the management systems 

examined. 

Table C-l Com and soybean yield data from Pottawattamie County 

Crop Average of county Standard deviation Coefficient of 
yields '72-'91 (bu) of cour..ty yields '72- variation 

'91 (bu) 

Com 108 23.4 .22 

Soybeans 36.3 4.7 .13 

Three nitrogen application methods were simulated. Postplant application of 

anhydrous ammonia was expected to produce slightly more com than preplant anhydrous 

or liquid, since less nitrogen would be available to be lost before the growing plants 

needed it, particularly for the low application rates. The model did simulate a slight 

increase in com yield with postplant application of anhydrous ammonia. However, 

observed data from other research in Iowa indicate that postplant application of nitrogen 

does not in general outproduce preplant applications (Killorn and Voss, 1992). 

Apparently, every few years there is a dry period in which yields are reduced, so the 

average yield is lowered. The simulation model does not consider the lateral movement 

of nitrogen into plant roots. The increased variability of returns from postplant 

application of nitrogen is not simulated. 

Additionally, there could be variations in yield due to differences in weed control 

which the model does not simulate. There are no data relating the effectiveness of 
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atrazine as an herbicide or the effectiveness of any possible replacement herbicides from 

the DLRS. It is assumed that the replacement herbicide, Banvel, is equally effective in 

controlling weeds, so that the only difference between the two herbicides is the cost, $20 

per hectare, the average increase in cost reported by farmers needed to replace atrazine 

(Appendix D). 

Records on the costs of production have not been maintained at the DLRS to be 

used to estimate the costs of alternative management systems. Budgets were estimated 

based on available data. Larry McAlexander, of the Southwest Iowa Farm Business 

Association (SWIBA), states that average net returns on the order of $30 dollars per acre 

is expected by SWIBA in the deep loess hills region. Farmers also receive an additional 

$15-30 per acre in government payments on the com crops (which is one of the main 

incentives in the Conservation Compliance program). Some no till farmers report that by 

eliminating tillage, less powerful tractors are required, so that in the long run equipment 

costs with no till are lower, but the possibility of changing equipment over time is 

ignored in this analysis. 

The costs of inputs and machinery were collected from a number of sources and 

are given in more detail in the Water Quality Decision Support System Reference Manual 

Version 1.1 (1994). Input prices are primarily from the 1992 price lists of Treynor Ag 

Supply and the Farm Service Company, both of Treynor, Iowa. Machinery costs were 

provided by Alan Lauver, economist with the Natural Resource Conservation Service 

state office in Iowa and updated in consultation with William Vorthmann and Robert 
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Deitchler, the farmers who work on the DLRS, Roger Webster of Treynor Ag Supply and 

the 1993 IlMAXIi report. Com and soybean prices were those use for planning purposes 

by the SWIBA in 1994. It is assumed that the existing terraces have already been paid 

for. 

Table C-2 presents budgets for the simulated mulch till and no till management 

systems with 168 kglha nitrogen applied preplant, with atrazine on watershed 1. Part of 

the discrepancy between the standard and simulated budgets is due to the fact that the 

figures from the Southwest Iowa Farm Business Association are from actual budgets 

which include repeat operations, such as seeding or applying herbicides when the first 

operation was not successful. The accounting program CARE is based on standard costs 

for each operation, and there is no way to account for occasional repeat operations. The 

estimated costs of performing operations can be seen in table C-3, which compares costs 

to those estimated for the IlMAX" program (Iowa Com Growers, 1993) for all ofIowa. 

Data on the labor hours needed for the various operations required were also 

limited. Hanna (1975) reports the time needed for the operations performed in 1974. 

Unfortunately, that year was marred by agronomic problems requiring replanting and 

leaving large parts of each watershed unharvested. The data are now 20 years old, and 

there have been improvements in the machinery which allow more rapid completion of 

some operations (Table C-4). The IFB creates input files which use 6-row equipment, 

whereas the farmers on the DLRS use 4-row equipment. It is assumed that all 



applications of liquid nitrogen are custom applied, so that the farmer is not required to 

take the time to apply the nitrogen himself, at a cost of $4. SO/acre . 

Parameterization of the Simulation Model for Pollutant Loadings 
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Both the basic approach used in the parameterization of the HGLEAMS model 

and the correspondence between simulated and observed values can be seen in Table C-S. 

Observed values for runoff, sediment yield, com yield and percolation are shown for 

deep disking, continuous com on watershed 1 and ridge till, continuous com on 

Watershed 4 (terraced). A terrace failure in 1972 raised average sediment yields, so the 

year was dropped when calculating the average sediment yield. The results of running the 

simulation model for those two management systems and for mulch till and no till com 

soybean rotations on Watersheds 1 and 4 without modification can be seen in the middle 

portion of the table. The results of modifying the some of the input parameters be seen in 

the bottom section of the table. Given these modified parameters, the model was used to 

simulate all 48 management systems considered. 

Using the observed climate record from 1972 to 1991 and a method for estimating 

the curve number based on residue cover levels resulting from crop characteristics and 

tillage practices (Rawls et al., 1980), initial estimates of runoff, sediment yield, com yield 

and percolation were made using the default values for parameters generated by the Input 

File Builder. Average residue cover levels were assumed to be 20% with deep disking, 



- - - - - - - - -- - -- - - - - - - -- - - - - - - --- - -- - -

Southwest Iowa Farm Business 
Budget for 

Budget for 
simulated mulch 

Association 
till 

simulated no 
crop budgets till 

Corn Soybeans Corn Soybeans Corn Soybeans 

Yield bu 125 42 123 45 122 45 

Price $/bu 2.20 5.60 2.20 5.60 2.20 5.60 

Sales 275 235 270 250 267 252 

II!Puts 90 35 83 36 91 45 

Fuel, mach, labor 30 25 45 36 39 30 

Land 100 100 100 100 100 100 

Gross margin 55 75 42 78 37 77 

Overhead, depr. 35 35 34 30 28 24 

Net return 20 40 8 48 9 53 

Average net return 30 28 31 

-~ 
-..l 
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Table C-3 Costs of operations (per acre) 

Operation MAX CARE 

Disk 7.00 6.67 

Plant (conventionru) 8.00 10.74 

Plant (no till) 10.50 10.74 

Spray (tractor) 4.00 4.64 

Cultivation (Field) 6.50 6.67 

Cultivation (Row) 5.00 8.60 

Knife fertilizer (liquid) 5.50 8.50 

Harvest (com) 23.00 20.99 

Harvest (beans) 22.00 20.99 

Table C-4 Observed labor hours vs estimated 

Operation 1974 Observed PDSS estimate Difference 
labor hours labor hours labor hours 

Disk .55 .36 -.19 

Anhydrous (N) .46 .57 .11 

Spray .29 .18 -.10 

Plant .65 .51 -.14 

Cultivate .58 .72 .13 

Combine .88 .78 -.1 

Total 3.41 3.12 .29 
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35% for mulch till and 60% for no till and ridge till. Modifications were then made to the 

watershed topographies, soils and sensitive parameters associated with each management 

system to more closely match observed values, particularly to get the percolation closer 

to the baseflow. The crop yield was calibrated toward the 125 bu/acre in the SWIPA 

standard budget. This is a more realistic yield goal than the historical yields as com 

grown in rotation has higher yields and there has been an upward trend in yields over 

time. 

The modifications to the soil and watersheds included changing the length of the 

grassed waterway on Watershed 1 the entire length of the channel (from 250 to 543 

meters), as some ofthe waterways extend to the field's upper boundary. On Watershed 4 

the channel draw slope of the overland flow profile was increased from .08 to .12 and the 

impoundment side slope from .01 to .05, the slope of the representative terrace was 

increased from .1 mlm to .15 mlm. The soil labeled SIL DEFAULTS was used for both 

watersheds, but the eONA, a soil evaporation parameter, was reduced from 4.5 to 4.0. 

The IFB was modified to produce input files which force the model to calculate the 

channel width and depth during the whole simulation. The IFB was further modified to 

modify the up datable parameter CFACT, so that mulch till corn following soybeans with 

anhydrous ammonia received the parameters from line 117 oftable B-7 in USDA, 1984 

and liquid N received the parameters from line 116. No till corn with anhydrous ammonia 

got the parameters from line 121 and with liquid N received the parameters from line 

120. The only change made to the sensitive parameters associated with the management 
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systems was the winter cover factor (GR), which was decreased from.5 to .44 in order to 

increase percolation on Watershed 4, although the recommended minimum value for GR 

is .5. 

It was impossible to further increase percolation without substantially decreasing 

the crop yield. There are a number offactors which could cause this discrepancy. In the 

first place there is a very high natural variability in percolation and baseflow. The 

standard deviation for observed baseflow in the period 1972-1991 is 46 mm on 

Watershed 1 (mean is 102) and 65 mm on Watershed 4 (mean is 168), so the simulated 

means of percolation are within 2 standard deviations ofthe observed baseflow. The 

model may not have been able to simulate higher values of percolation because 

evapotranspiration could be overestimated. Evapotranspiration is such a large part of the 

water budget that small errors would have major effects on the other elements of the 

water balance. In this case, evapotranspiration comprised 86 and 85% of the simulated 

water budgets on Watersheds 1 and 4. The model also does not account for preferential 

flow, which may allow percolation without the need to fill individual soil layers as 

assumed in the model. Finally, measuring baseflow is difficult, as it requires long 

measurements oflow flows, so that small errors in measuring the stage could lead to 

large errors in flow estimates. 

Of the seven decision criteria considered in Chapter 4, one, net returns, is directly 

affected by the crop yield. Two, atrazine and nitrogen in runoff, are strongly affected by 



Management system 
Watershed 

Cont. com - deep disking WSI 

Cont. com - ridge till, p. terrace WS4 

Continuous Com - Deep WSI 
Disking 

Com Bean - Mulch Till WSI 

Com Bean - No Till WSI 

Com Bean - Mulch Till WS4 

Com Bean - No Till WS4 

Continuous Com - Ridge Till WS4 

Continuous Com - Deep WSI 
Disking 

Com Bean - Mulch Till WSI 

Com Bean - No Till WSI 

Com Bean - Mulch Till WS4 

Com Bean - No Till WS4 

Continuous Com - Ridge Till WS4 

I' atlon results b crop ana tllla e system 

Curve Runoff(mm) Sediment Com yield 
number i yield (t/ha) (t/ha) 

Observed values 1972 - 1991 (* '73-'91) 

- 65 14 6.6 

- 50 .8* 6.7 

Initial values using default parameters 

78 67 29 7.1 

72 52 18.6 7.8 

68 45 5.6 7.7 

70 48 .9 7.7 

68 45 .7 7.7 

68 46 .3 7.3 

Final Values Using Modified Parameters 

78 73 13.1 7.5 

72 53 4.5 7.7 

68 46 2.7 7.7 

70 50 1.5 7.6 

68 47 l.0 7.6 

68 47 .6 7.6 

Percolation 
(mm) 

[Baseflow] 
(mm) 

102 

168 

30 

36 

41 

39 

41 

48 

38 

46 

52 

61 

65 

60 -Vl -
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runoff. Another two, atrazine in sediment and sediment itself result are a result of the 

sediment yield. Nitrate in percolation is affected by the amount of percolation. 

The last decision criterion, soil erosion, was calculated in the Natural Resource 

Conservation Service's Field Office in West Pottawattamie County using the Universal 

Soil Loss Equation and data from the office's database, as if the fields were being 

evaluated for the Conservation Compliance Program. 

a e - stima es 0 01 T hI C 6 NRCS E' t f S 'I E roslon smg e U' th USLE 

Watershed 1 Watershed 4 
Tillage System 

CP factor Soil CP factor Soil 
Erosion Erosion 

tlha tlha 

Mulch Till .14 54 .14 45 

No Till .11 43 .11 34 

Few data on the quantities of agricultural pollutants transported with runoff, 

sediment and percolation at the DLRS are available. The practical vagaries of farming, 

such as partial applications and changes in application dates, quantities and methods over 

time, make comparing observed to simulated management systems difficult. The 

simulation model was run for continuous com with both deep disking on Watershed 1 

and ridge till on Watershed 4, assuming 190 kglha of nitrogen are applied, 28 at planting 

and 162 kglha applied as anhydrous ammonia on April 27th of each year. Table C-7 

shows that the simulated quantities of nitrogen in runoff and percolation are of the same 

general magnitude as those observed on the experimental watersheds. As only 4 years of 
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data on nitrate in runoff from Watershed 1 were available, data from Watershed 2 is used. 

Cattle were kept on Watershed 4 in the winter to glean stalks, but not on Watershed 1 

during this period. For the 48 management systems considered in chapters 4 and 5, the 

applications of anhydrous ammonia are assumed to be completely incorporated and liquid 

applications applied completely on the surface. Given all of the uncertainties in 

comparing the movement of nitrogen past the root zone with the quantity of nitrate 

nitrogen observed in baseflow, the model was not calibrated to adjust the loading of 

nitrogen from those originally simulated. 

Ta e -7 hI C Ob serve an nnu ate ddS' dN' ltrogen L d' oa mgs 

Observed Simulated Observed Simulated 
Source of Nitrogen '69-'90 '72-'91 '69-'90 '72-'91 

kg/ha kg/ha ppm ppm 

Nitrogen in Runoff - WS 1 1 4 2 5 
Continuous com, deep disk (WS2- (WS2-

'69-'83) '69-'83) 

Nitrogen in Runoff - WS4 3 2 11 5 
Continuous com, ridge till 

Nitrate Nitrogen in 25 14 21 37 
BaseflowlPercolation - WS 1 
Continuous com, deep disk 

Nitrate Nitrogen in 30 16 18 27 
BaseflowlPercolation - WS4 
Continuous corn, ridge till 

Although sampling of atrazine concentrations has been initiated on Watershed 3 

of the DLRS, the data were not available for calibration. The herbicide chemist 

conducting the study (T. Steinheimer, personal communication, 1994) estimated that 
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edge offield loadings of between 1 to 3% of the atrazine applied would be reasonable. 

Assuming atrazine applications of 1.7 kg/ha, the quantities of atrazine in runoff and 

sediment simulated from deep disking on Watershed 1 are .5% and.4% on Watershed 4. 

This discrepancy may be because the half-life for atrazine recommended in Davis et al, 

1990, (60 days) might be low. Fanners in the area report that applications of atrazine 

exceeding 2 lbs per acre on com appear to affect soybeans the following year (Deitchler, 

personal communication, 1993). It is assumed that 50% of the atrazine applied on no till 

tillage systems is applied to foliage (at the same time the bumdown herbicide is applied). 

With the mulch till systems the initial flush of weeds is assumed to have been removed 

by the shallow disking, so 100% of the atrazine is considered to be applied to the soil. 

For the purposes of this dissertation the model results are assumed to be accurate. 

Graphs of simulated decision variables and management systems on both watersheds 

(WSI = Watershed 1, WS4 = Watershed 4) follow in figures C-l to C-ll. The primary 

determinant of the water balance is the tillage method. The method and rate of nitrogen 

application affect the crop yield and the quantities of nitrogen leaving the field. The 

choice of atrazine or Banvel affects the net returns and the amount of atrazine leaving the 

field. Each management system consists of four subsystems, which can be identified as 

follows: 



MT - mulch till 
NT - no till 

ANO - ANhydrous pOstplant application 
ANR - ANhydrous pReplant application 
LIQ - Liquid Nitrogen 

140 - 140 kilograms per year of nitrogen applied on com crops 
168 - 168 kilograms per year of nitrogen applied on com crops 

ATR - herbicide Atrazine 
BAN - herbicide Banvel 
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Readers interested in the effect of parameter uncertainty on the output from the 

model and its consequent effect on the uncertainty in the decision model are referred to 

Imam (1994). 
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Aatrex in Sediment (g/ha) 
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AppendixD 

SCORING THE ALTERNATIVE MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS 

Each of the 48 management systems was scored in the PDSS using the default 

scoring functions for each of the decision variables and both the importance order 

determined by the local experts and that determined by the farmers, with the results 

documented in Table D-l. As discussed in Chapter 4, the difference between the two 

importance orders was that the local experts thought atrazine was more important than 

nitrogen and the farmers thought the reverse. 
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Figures D-l through D-4 provide a graphic summary of the general effects of 

each management subsystem on the overall score by field and importance order. On 

average, no till tillage scores higher than mulch till, regardless of which field or 

importance order. The nitrogen application methods score roughly the same. The average 

score for the 168 kglha subsystem is slightly higher than for the 140 kg/ha subsystem for 

the importance order from the local experts, but not for the farmers. Finally, Banvel tends 

to score slightly higher than atrazine for all fields and importance orders. The 

management systems using atrazine with mulch till scored noticeably worse than the 

others on the unterraced field with the importance order from the local experts. These 

figures are not intended to be used for decision making: one would prefer to adopt the 

management system( s) with the highest overall score, not necessarily the management 

with the subsystems which earned high scores on average. The figures do indicate 

however, the relative effect of the different management subsystems on the overall score. 



Table D-l Rankings of Alternative Management Systems from PDSS 

Net Importance Order Importance Order 

Returns Local Experts Farmers 
Management System 

$/ha Score Rank Score Rank 

NT.ANO.168.ATR.WS4 75.90 .688 1 .615 7 

NT.ANR.168.ATR. WS4 75.90 .680 2 .594 21 

NT.LlQ.168.ATR.WS4 73.50 .680 3 .581 24 

NT.ANR.168.BAN.WS4 65.52 .678 4 .593 22 

NT.ANO.168.BAN.WS4 65.52 .678 5 .614 8 

NT.ANO.168.ATR.WSI 77.22 .676 6 .632 1 

NT.ANR.168.ATR.WSI 77.22 .676 7 .616 6 

NT.LlQ.168.BAN.WS4 63.13 .669 8 .579 25 

NT.LlQ.168.ATR.WSI 73.25 .664 9 .604 15 

NT.ANR.168.BAN.WSI 66.84 .664 10 .609 13 

NT.ANO.168.BAN.WSI 66.84 .664 11 .617 5 

NT.LlQ.140.ATR.WS4 63.29 .656 12 .610 12 

NT.ANO.140.ATR. WS4 62.27 .656 13 .620 3 

NT.ANR.140.ATR.WS4 62.27 .655 14 .611 10 

NT.LlQ.168.BAN.WSI 62.87 .651 15 .595 20 

MT.ANO.168.BAN.WS4 55.62 .651 16 .587 23 

MT.ANR.168.ATR.WS4 66.00 .651 17 .529 41 

NT.ANO.140.ATR.WSI 65.68 .649 18 .625 2 

NT.ANR.140.ATR.WSI 65.68 .649 19 .618 4 

NT.LlQ.140.BAN.WS4 54.33 .648 20 .598 18 

NT.ANR.140.BAN.WS4 51.89 .645 21 .597 19 

1 Rotation: MT - Mulch Till, NT - No Till; Method of Nitrogen Application: LlQ -
LIQuid, ANR - ANhydrous pReplant, ANO - ANhydrous pOstplant; Rate of 
Nitrogen Application on Corn: 140 - 140 kg/ha, 168 - 168 kg/ha; Pesticide: ATR -
ATRazine, BAN - BANvel; Field: WSI - Watershed 1 (without terraces), WS4 
Watershed 4 (with terraces). 
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Table 0-1 Rankings of Alternative Management Systems from POSS 

Net Importance Order Importance Order 

Returns Local Experts Farmers 
Management System 

$!ha Score Rank Score Rank 

NT.ANO.140.BAN.WS4 51.89 .645 22 .605 14 

NT.LlQ.140.ATR.WSI 65.02 .645 23 .612 9 

MT.LlQ.168.BAN.WS4 52.86 .644 24 .548 35 

MT.ANRI68.BAN.WSI 58.15 .640 25 .560 31 

MT.ANO.168.BAN.WSI 58.15 .640 26 .566 29 

NT.ANO.140.BAN.WSI 55.31 .636 27 .610 11 

NT.ANR.140.BAN.WSI 55.31 .636 28 .603 16 

NT.LlQ.140.BAN.WSI 56.07 .635 29 .600 17 

MT.LlQ.168.BAN.WSI 53.97 .626 30 .540 38 

MT.ANR.140.BAN.WS4 42.05 .619 31 .568 28 

MT.ANO.140.BAN.WS4 42.05 .619 32 .577 26 

MT.LlQ.140.BAN.WS4 42.82 .618 33 .562 30 

MT.ANO.140.BAN.WSI 47.17 .612 34 .559 32 

MT.ANR.140.BAN.WSI 47.17 .612 35 .554 33 

MT.LlQ.140.BAN.WSI 46.13 .608 36 .543 37 

MT.LlQ.168.ATR.WS4 63.24 .590 37 .511 44 

MT.ANR.168.BAN.WS4 55.62 .590 38 .572 27 

MT.ANO.168.ATR.WS4 66.00 .590 39 .549 34 

MT.LlQ.140.ATR.WS4 53.19 .567 40 .537 39 

MT.ANO.140.ATRWS4 52.43 .558 41 .544 36 

MT.ANR.140.ATRWS4 52.43 .558 42 .536 10 

MT.ANO.168.ATR.WSI 68.53 .506 43 .513 43 

MT.ANR.168.ATR. WSI 68.53 .500 44 .500 46 

MT.ANO.140.ATR. WSI 57.52 .498 45 .518 42 

MT.LlQ.168.ATR.WSI 63.34 .494 46 .476 48 

MT.ANR.140.ATR WSI 57.52 .494 47 .508 45 

MT.LlQ.140.ATR.WSI 57.01 .487 48 .490 47 
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Overall Scores by Management Subsystem - WS4 
Importance Order According to Local Experts 
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Overall Scores by Management Subsystem - WS1 
Importance Order According to Farmers 
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Overall Scores by Management Subsystem - WS4 
Importance Order According to Farmers 
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AppendixE 

MATHEMATICAL PROGRAMMING MODEL IN GAMS 

$TITLE SQP Farm Scale Model 

$ontext 

This model links physical information from the modified GLEAMS 
simulation model, the CARE farm budgeting program and the MODEST 
decision support system to check for whole farm feasibility of 
management systems to aid in conservation planning. 

$offtext 
$OFFSYMXREF OFFSYMLIST 

SETS 

all months Months / JAN, FEB, MAR, APR, MAY, JUN, 
JUL, AUG, SEP, OCT, NOV, DEC / 

m ( all months) / APR, MAY, JUN,JUL, AUG, SEP, OCT, NOV / 

$include "man.systems.inc" 

ws1(i) 

ws4(i) 

No "til.! (i) 

NANO(i) 

NANR(i) 

Management systems applicable on watershed 1 
/ M SYS l*M SYS 24 

Management systems applicable on watershed 4 
/ M SYS 25*M SYS 48 

Management systems using no till 
/ M SYS 13*M SYS 24 

M SYS 36*M SYS 48 

Management systems using Anhydrous Postplant 
/ M SYS l*M SYS 4 

Management systems using 
/ 

M SYS 13*M SYS 16 
M SYS 25*M SYS 28 
M SYS 37*M SYS 40 

Anhydrous Preplant 
M SYS 5*M SYS 8 
M SYS 17*M SYS 20 
M SYS 29*M SYS 32 
M SYS 41*M SYS 44 

NLiquid(i) Management systems using Liquid N 
/ M SYS 9*M SYS 12 

M SYS 21*M SYS 24 
M SYS 33*M SYS 36 
M SYS 45*M SYS 48 

/ 

/ 

/ 

/ 

/ 

I 
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Nrate168 (i) Management systems using 168 kg per ha 
/ M SYS 3*M SYS 4 

M SYS -7*M-SYS-S 
M SYS -ll*M SYS 12 
M SYS -15*M-SYS-16 
M SYS -19*M-SYS-20 
M SYS -23*M-SYS-24 
M SYS -27*M-SYS-28 
M SYS -31*M-SYS-32 

- 35*M-SYS-36 M SYS -
M SYS 39*M-SYS-40 -
M SYS 43*M-SYS-44 -M SYS 47*M-SYS-48 / -

ATR(i) Management systems using Atrazine 
/ M SYS 1 

M-SYS-3 
M-SYS-5 
M-SYS-7 
M-SYS-9 
M-SYS-ll 
M-SYS-13 
M-SYS-15 
M-SYS-17 
M-SYS-19 
M SYS 21 
M-SYS-23 
M-SYS-25 
M SYS 27 
M SYS 29 
M SYS 31 -
M SYS 33 -
M SYS 35 -
M SYS 37 -
M SYS 39 -
M SYS 41 -
M SYS 43 -
M SYS 45 -
M SYS 47 / -

f Fields / FIELD1 first field - like WSI 
FIELD2 second field - like WSI 
FIELD3 third field - like WSI 
FIELD4 fourth field - like WSI 
FIELD5 fifth field - like WSI 

/ 

nt(f) Non Terraced fields / FIELD1*FIELD2 / 
t(f) Terraced fields / FIELD3*FIELD5 / 



ITER Set to drive iterations 
ten_times (ITER) 
once (ITER) 

ALIAS (ITER,ITERP); 
ALIAS (ten_times, ten_timesp); 
ALIAS (f , fp); 
ALIAS (m, mp); 
ALIAS (i, ip); 

SCALARS 

/ 
/ 
/ 

IT-l*IT-21 
IT-l*IT-10 
IT-l 

/ 
/ 
/ 
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PHI 
PHI INCMNT 
HRS PER DY 
DYS PER WK 

Risk Aversion Coefficient (1 over $) / 
Increment of risk aversion coefficient / 

0.000001/ 
0.000005/ 

Hours per day for field work / 10 / 
Days per weed for field work / 6 / 

PARAMETERS 

FRM RETURN (f, i) 
FRM:::SCORES (f, i) 
(dimensionless) 
VC_MAT_RET(f,i,fp,ip) 
VC MAT FDA(m,mp) 
MON_LABOR(f,m,i) 
FLD_DAY_ND(f,m,i) 
HIST_FD(m) 
AVAIL_LAB(m) 
AVAIL_FD (m) 
DETACHMENT (i) 
SL_DETACH (f, i) 
SOIL LIM(f) 
SEDIMENT (i) 
SED YIELD (f, i) 
N IN RO(i) 
N-RUNOFF(f,i) 
N=IN_PERC(i) 
N PERCOLTN (f, i) 
ATR IN RO(i) 
ATR-RUNOFF (f, i) 
DYS=PER_MN(all_months) 
WKS_PER_MN(all_months) 
LAND CAPAC 

Returns by field and ms 
Scores by field and ms 

Var-covar matrix of returns 
Var-covar matrix of field days 
Monthly labor need 
Monthly field day need 
Historical Field Days 
Available labor 
Available field days 
Soil detachment by MS 
Soil detachment by field and MS 
Field erosion limit 
Sediment yield by management sys. 
Sediment yld by field & m sys 
Nitrogen in Runoff by m sys 
Nitrogen in Runoff by field & m.s. 
Nitrate in Percolation by field 
Nitrate in Percolation by f & m.s. 
Atrazine in runoff by m sys 
Atrazine in runoff by f & m.s. 
Number of days in each month 
Number of weeks in each month 
Flag = 1 if land used at capacity 

* Read in table of net returns by management system 

$include "net. returns. inc" 

FRM RETURN(f,i) = NET_RETURN(i); 

DISPLAY FRM_RETURN ; 

($) 

($"2 per ha"2) 
(days"2) 
(hours) 
(days) 
(days) 
(hours) 
(days) 
(mt per hal 
(mt per hal 
(mt per hal 
(mt per hal 
(mt per hal 
(ppm) 
(ppm) 
(ppm) 
(ppm) 
(g per hal 
(g per hal 
(days) 
(weeks) 

* 
* 

Read in table of scores from DSS by management system 
(Expert's Importance Order) 



$include "scores. inc" 

* 
* 

FRM SCORES (nt,ws1) 
FRM=SCORES(t,ws4) 

SCORES (ws1) 
SCORES (ws4) 

Read in table of scores from DSS by management system 
(Farmer's Importance Order) 

$include "scores.frm.inc" 

* Read in variance covariance matrix of returns to management 
systems 

$include "var.covar.returns.inc" 

* 
* 

Read in variance covariance matrix of right hand side values 
It is assumed that field day availability is the only 

stochastic 
* input. 

$include "var.covar.fda.inc" 

* Read in available field days 

$include "avg.field.days.inc" 

* Read in monthly labor requirements by management system 

$include "labor. inc" 

* Assign labor requirements from FIELD1 to all fields 

MON LABOR(nt,m,ws1) 
MON=LABOR (t,m,ws4) 
FLD DAY ND(nt,m,ws1) 
FLD=DAY=ND(t,m,ws4) 

$include "detachment. inc" 

LABOR (wsl,m) 
LABOR (ws4,m) 
LABOR (ws1,m) / (HRS_PER_DY * 1.2) 
LABOR (ws4,m) / (HRS_PER_DY * 1.2) 

* Assign soil detachment to all fields 

SL DETACH(nt,ws1) 
SL=DETACH (t, ws4) 

DETACHMENT (ws1) 
DETACHMENT (ws4) 
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$include "sediment. yield. inc" 

SED YIELD(nt,ws1) 
SED=YIELD(t,ws4) 

$include "n.runoff.inc" 

N RUNOFF(nt,ws1) 
N=RUNOFF(t,ws4) 

$include "n.percolation.inc" 

N PERCOLTN(nt,ws1) 
N=PERCOLTN(t,ws4) 

$include "atrazine.runoff.inc" 

ATR RUNOFF (nt,ws1) 
ATR=RUNOFF(t,ws4) 

SEDIMENT (ws1) 
SEDIMENT (ws4) 

N IN RO(ws1) 
N~)N=RO (ws4) 

N IN PERC (ws1) 
N=IN=PERC(ws4) 

ATR IN RO(ws1) 
AT R=I N=RO (ws4) 

* Right hand side availabilities 
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PARAMETER DYS PER MN(all months) 
I - JAN - 31 

Number of days in each month 

PARAMETER 

PARAMETER 

PARAMETER 

FEB 28 
MAR 31 
APR 30 
MAY 31 
JUN 30 
JUL 31 
AUG 31 
SEP 30 
OCT 31 
NOV 30 
DEC 31 I; 

AREA(F) Gives a total area of 243 ha (600 acres) 

I FIELD1 * FIELD2 
FIELD3 * FIELDS 

30.4 
60.7 I 

SOIL_LIM(f) Conservation Compliance limit t per ha 

I FIELD1 * FIELDS SO I 

SED_LIM(f) Assumed limit on sediment t per ha 

I FIELD1 * FIELDS 20 I 
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PARAMETER N_RO_LIM(f) Assumed limit on N in runoff ppm 

/ FIELD1 * FIELDS 10 / 

PARAMETER N PERC_LIM(f) Assumed limit on N in percolation ppm 

/ FIELD1 * FIELDS 20 / 

PARAMETER ATR RO_LIM(f) Assumed limit on N in runoff g per ha 

/ FIELD1 * FIELDS S / 

VARIABLES 

FARM GOAL Farmer's profit per hectare, adjusted for risk 
SOCIAL GL Overall social goal 
MAN SYSTEM(f,i) Area in each management system 
DUALS_FDA(m) Dual variables(just for field day availability) 

POSITIVE VARIABLE MAN_SYSTEM, DUALS_FDA ; 

EQUATIONS 

MAN SYSTEM.UP(nt,ws4) = 0; 
MAN=SYSTEM.UP(t,ws1) = 0; 

* * * * * OBJECTIVE FUNCTIONS 

OBJ FARMER 
OBJ SOCIAL 

Objective Function from Farmer's point of view 
Objective Function from Society's point of view 

* * * * * CONSTRAINTS 

LAND Available Land 
Limits total labor used to available labor 

($) 
(score) 

(ha) 
($ ) 

LABOR C 
FLD DAY AV 
FLD DAY SO 
ENV DETACH 
ENV SEDMNT 
ENV N RO 
ENV N PRC 
ENV ATR RO 

Days when field is not too wet for machinery E(b) 
Field days for society - rhs is deterministic b vector 
Overland soil detachment constraint 
Sediment constraint 
Nitrogen in runoff constraint 
Nitrogen in percolation constraint 
Atrazine in runoff constraint ; 

* * * * * OBJECTIVE FUNCTIONS 

OBJ FARMER .. FARM GOAL =E= (SUM((f,i), MAN SYSTEM(f,i) * 
FRM RETURN (f, i) ) -

- ((PHI/2) * SUM((f,i), MAN SYSTEM(f,i) 
* SUM((fp,ip), VC MAT RET(f~i,fp,ip) * 

MAN SYSTEM(fp,Ip) »)) 
- ((PHI/2) * SUM(m, DUALS FDA(m) * 
SUM (mp, VC_MAT_FDA(m,mp) * DUALS_FDA(mp»»); 



OBJ SOCIAL .. SOCIAL GL =E= SUM((f,i), MAN SYSTEM(f,i) * 
FRM:SCORES(f,i)) / SUM(f,~~EA(f)) ; 

* * * * * CONSTRAINTS 

LAND(f) .. 

FLD DAY _AV (m) .. 

ENV_DETACH (f) .. 

SUM ( (i), MAN_SYSTEM(f,i)) =L= AREA(f); 

SUM((f,i), MAN SYSTEM(f,i) * 
MON_LABOR(f~m,i)) =L= AVAIL_LAB(m) 

SUM((f,i), MAN SYSTEM(f,i) * FLD DAY ND(f,m,i)) 
- PHI * SUM(mp, VC MAT FDA(m,mp) * DUALS_FDA (mp) ) 
=L= AVAIL_FD(m) - -

SUM((f,i), MAN_SYSTEM(f,i) * FLD_DAY_ND(f,m,i)) 
=L= AVAIL_FD(m) ; 

SUM(i, MAN_SYSTEM(f,i) * SL_DETACH(f,i)) =L= 
AREA(f) * SOIL_LIM(f) 

SUM(i, MAN SYSTEM(f,i) * SED YIELD(f,i)) =L= 
AREA(f)-* SED_LIM (f) 

SUM(i, MAN SYSTEM(f,i) * N_RUNOFF(f,i)) =L= 
AREA(f)-* N_RO_LIM(f) 

SUM(i, MAN_SYSTEM(f,i) * N PERCOLTN(f,i)) =L= 
AREA(f) * N_PERC_LIM(f) 

SUM(i, MAN SYSTEM(f,i) * ATR RUNOFF(f,i)) =L= 
AREA(f)-* ATR_RO_LIM(f) 

MODEL WQ_FARMER / OBJ FARMER 
LAND 
LABOR C 
FLD DAY AV 
ENV DETACH 
ENV-SEDMNT 
ENV N RO 
ENV N PRC 
ENV ATR RO 

/; 
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MODEL WQ_SOCIETY I 

FILE Fl 
FILE F2 
FILE F3 
FILE F4 

PUT F1; 

LOOP (once, 
*LOOP(ten_times, 

I 
I 
I 
I 

OBJ_SOCIAL 
LAND 
LABOR C 
FLD DAY SO 
ENV DETACH 
ENV SEDMNT 
ENV N RO 
ENV N PRC 
ENV ATR RO 

wq.results Ii 
sediment. abatement 
nitrogen. abatement 
atrazine.abatement 
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Ii 

Ii 
Ii 
Ii 

SOLVE WQ_FARMER USING NLP MAXIMIZING FARM_GOAL ; 

* 
* 

DISPLAY OR WRITE TO FILE THE BEST FEASIBLE SCORE FROM THE 
FARMERS POINT OF VIEW AND FROM SOCIETYS POINT OF VIEW 

PUT "Available Labor", AVAIL LAB ("MAY") Ii 
PUT "Risk Aversion Coefficient: ", PHI:7:6 Ii 
PUT "Average income/ha with the farmer's objective function is: 
$" , 

(SUM((f,i), MAN_SYSTEM.L(f,i) * FRM_RETURN(f,i))1 SUM(f, AREA(f))) :6:0 
I i 
PUT "The risk adjusted income/ha with the farmer's objective function 
is: $", 

(FARM GOAL.LI SUM(f,AREA(f))) :6:0 Ii 
PUT "The farmer's average score with his objective function would be: 
" , 

(SUM((f,i), MAN_SYSTEM.L(f,i) * FRM_SCORES(f,i))1 SUM(f, AREA(f))) :4:3 
I I i 
PUT "Marginal value of land is: ", (SUM(f, 
LAND.M(f))/CARD(f)) Ii 
PUT "Marginal value of labor in May is : ", LABOR _C. M ( "MAY" ) I i 

", FLD_DAY_AV .M( "MAY") PUT "Marginal value of a field day in May is: 
I I i 
PUT "Total area cultivated: ", SUM ( (f,i),MAN SYSTEM.L(f,i)) Iii 

", SUM(f, AREA(f)) Ii PUT "Available area : 
LOOP(i, 

IF(SUM(f, MAN SYSTEM.L(f,i)) GT 0, 
PUT "Total area in ", i.TE(i)i 
PUT" is ", SUM(f, MAN_SYSTEM.L(f,i)) :6:1 I 

) ; 

) i 

PUT I; 



LOOP (f, 
LOOP(i, 

) ; 
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IF(MAN SYSTEM.L(f,i) GT 0, 

) ; 
) ; 

- PUT "Area in ", f.TE(f) :20:0; 
PUT" and management system ", i.TE(i); 
PUT" is " MAN_SYSTEM.L(f,i) :5:1 I; 

PUT I '****************************************' ; 
PUT I I; 

display AVAIL_LAB, AVAIL_FD, FLD_DAY_AV.M, DUALS_FDA.L,FARM_GOAL.L 

* STOP IF RISK AVERSION CAUSES LESS THAN THE WHOLE FARM TO BE USED 

* LAND_CAPAC = 1$((SUM((f,i), MAN_SYSTEM.L(f,i))/SUM(f,AREA(f))) 
GT .99); 
* IF (LAND_CAPAC, 

* PUT Fl ; 

* PHI = PHI + PHI_INCMNT 

) ; 

SOLVE WQ_SOCIETY USING NLP MAXIMIZING SOCIAL_GL ; 

PUT "The farmer's average income/ha with the social objective function 
is: $", 

(SUM((f,i), MAN SYSTEM.L(f,i) * FRM RETURN(f,i))1 SUM(f, AREA(f))):4:0 
I ; - -
PUT "The farm's average score with the social objective function would 
be: ", 

SOCIAL GL.L:4:3 I ; 
PUT I; -

LOOP (i, 
IF(SUM(f, MAN SYSTEM.L(f,i)) GT 0, 

) ; 
) ; 

PUT I; 

LOOP(f, 
LOOP(i, 

) ; 
) ; 

PUT Ii 

PUT "Total area in ", i.TE(i); 
PUT" is ", SUM(f, MAN_SYSTEM.L(f,i)) :6:1 I 

IF(MAN SYSTEM.L(f,i) GT 0, 
- PUT "Area in ", f.TE(f) :20:0; 

PUT" and management system ", i.TE(i); 
PUT" is " MAN_SYSTEM.L(f,i) :5:1 I;) 



*$ontext 
* ESTIMATE ABATEMENT COST CURVES 

PARAMETERs 

ORIG_SED(f) 
ORIG N RO (f) 
ORIG-N-PC (f) 
ORIG:=ATR(f) 

ORIG SED( f) 
ORIG-N RO (f) 
ORIG:=N=PC (f) 
ORIG_ATR(f) 

PUT F2; 

LOOP (ten_times, 

Original level of acceptable sediment yield 
Original level of acceptable sediment yield 
Original level of acceptable sediment yield 
Original level of acceptable sediment yield 

SED LIM(f) 
N RO LIM(f) 
N-PERC LIM(f) 
ATR_RO:=LIM(f) 

SOLVE WQ FARMER USING NLP MAXIMIZING FARM GOAL ; 
PUT SED LIM("field1")," ", (SUM( (f,i), MAN SYSTEM.L(f,i) * 

FRM RETURN(f~i»)/(SUM(f, AREA(f»» :6:1 /; -
- SED_LIM(f) ORIG_SED(f) - «.1 * ORD(ten_times) * ORIG_SED(f» 

) ; 

SED LIM(f) 
PUT-F3 

LOOP(iter, 
LOOP (iterp, 
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SOLVE WQ FARMER USING NLP MAXIMIZING FARM_GOAL ; 
PUT N RO-LIM("field1")," ",N PERC LIM("field1")," ,(SUM«f,i), 
MAN SYSTEM.L(f,i) * FRM RETURN(f,i»/(SUM(f, AREA(f)) :6:1 / ; 
N RO LIM(f) = ORIG N RO(f) - «.05 * ORD(iter) * ORIG N RO(f) 

); - - -- --
N_PERC_LIM(f) ORIG_N_PC(f) - «.05 * ORD(iter) * ORIG_N_PC(f»); 
) ; 

N_RO_LIM(f) 
N PERC LIM(f) 
PUT F4-

ORIG N RO(f); 
ORIG:=N_PC(f); 

LOOP (ten_times, 
SOLVE WQ FARMER USING NLP MAXIMIZING FARM_GOAL ; 
PUT ATR RO LIM("field1")," ,(SUM( (f,i), 
MAN SYSTEM~L(f,i) * FRM RETURN(f,i»/(SUM(f, AREA(f) »)) :6:1 / 
ATR-RO LIM(f) ORIG ATR(f) - «.1 * ORD(ten times») * 

ORIG_ATR(f»); - -
) ; 

ATR_RO_LIM(f) 

*$offtext 
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AppendixF 

SURVEY AND RESULTS ON CURRENT MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS 

The Soil Conservation District (SCD) of West Pottawattamie County agreed to 

perform a survey to determine what management systems were in use on fields similar to 

those of the experimental watersheds of the Deep Loess Research Station. The District's 

database was used to identify a total of 261 ownership tracts including 708 seperately 

managed fields which were predominately class D slopes on Ida-Monona soils. Of these 

tracts, the 116 largest tracts were selected to receive questionnaires. The SCD mailed the 

questionnaires to the owner of record of each tract along with a letter requesting that the 

person who actually farmed the land answer the questionnaire. Several farmers received 

and answered more than one questionaire, as they called to ask the District 

Conservationist if they should complete all questionnares. 

Sixty-two questionnaires were returned for a response rate of 55%, although not 

all respondents answered all of the questions. Some of the results of the survey are 

reported in Chapters 4, 5 and Appendix C. Following graphical summaries of some 

responses to general questions on farm characteristics is a copy of the survey 

questionnaire, which was developed based on the recommendations for conducting 

telephone and mail surveys proposed by Dillman (1978). 
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Equipment Size in Deep Loess Hills 
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Questionnaire 

Directions: Please put a check mark in the blank following the best answer to the 
question, or place answer in the space provided. 

Labor Needs 

I.} What size equipment do you currently use? 4 row _ 6 row _ 8 row _ other 

2.} During the period from May 1 to July 1 how many hours, on average, do you spend 
doing field work per week? 40 _ 50 _ 60 _ 70 _ more _ 

3.a.} Excluding custom applications, do you regularly hire people to do field work for 
you during May and June? yes _ no _ 

3.b.} If "yes", how many hours a week do they work on average from May 1 to June 15? 

4.} In the average year, what are the biggest constraints on your income from farming 
(check all that apply)? 

the amount of time available for fieldwork 
the amount of time available for management __ 
the amount of time your fields are too wet to be worked __ 
the availability of machinery __ 
the number of base acres you have in com __ 

Nitrogen 

5.a.} On a field with an Ida-Monona soil and 0 slope in good condition, what would you 
expect the average long term com yield to be if the management system is a com bean 
rotation, deep disk tillage (assuming that compliance was not a problem) and 125 Ibs/acre 
nitrogen are applied preplant as anhydrous ammonia? 

100-110 _ 110-120 _ 120-130 _ 130-140 _140-150 _ (bu / acre) 
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5.b.) What do you think the soybean yields would be on average? 

30-35 _ 35-40 _ 40-45 _ 45-50 _ (bu / acre) 

S.c.) What would be the long term average yield if the quantity of nitrogen applied were 
cut from 125 Ibs/acre to 100 lbs/acre? 

100-110 _ 110-120 _ 120-130 _130-140 _140-150 _ (bu / acre) or, if you 
expect a difference of less than 10 bu/acre what would the difference be? __ 

6.a.} On the same field, but with a continuous corn rotation and 150 Ibs/acre nitrogen 
applied, what would you expect the long term average yield to be? 

100-110 110-120 120-130 130-140 140-150 

6.b.} What do you think would be the long term average yield if the nitrogen application 
on the continuous corn were cut from 150 Ib/acre to 125 lb/acre? 

100-110 _ 110-120 _ 120-130 _ 130-140 _ 140-150 _ (bu / acre) or, if you 
expect a difference of less than 10 bu/acre what would the difference be? _ 

7.a.} Do you use starter N? If yes, how much? _Ibs/acre 

7.b} Other than starter N, how many times do you apply nitrogen on corn following corn? 
once twice 

7.c.} How many times do you apply nitrogen on corn following beans? 
once twice 

8.) Of the non-starter nitrogen that you apply, what percent of it is applied using the 
following methods? 

disk in dry __ % 
custom application anhydrous preplant __ % 
custom application anhydrous postplant __ % 
custom application liquid __ % 
you apply anhydrous preplant __ % 
you apply anhydrous postplant __ % 
you apply liquid __ % 



9.) How much N do you apply on average to the field(s) with Ida-Monona soils? 
Ib/acre 

Pesticides 

10.) Before the 66 foot setback requirement did you use Atrazine on all of your corn 
crops? 

yes __ no __ 

If not on all of your corn crops on what % of the corn acres? __ 

11.) Now that there is a setback requirement, do you use Atrazine on all of your corn 
crops? 

yes __ no __ 

If not on all of your corn crops, on what % of the corn acres? __ 

200 

12.) How much more would (or does) it cost you to get the same effect from the next best 
herbicide if atrazine is not used? $ __ /acre 

13.) With your current management system, how many cultivations and post plant 
herbicide applications are needed to control weeds, on average? 

2 cultivations, no herbicide applications 
1 cultivation, no herbicide applications 
2 cultivations, 2 herbicide applications 
2 cultivations, 1 herbicide application 
1 cultivation, 2 herbicide applications 
I cultivation, 1 herbicide application 
no cultivation, 1 herbicide application 
no cultivation, 2 herbicide applications 

General 

14.) Would you describe yourself as a farmer who takes: 

Com Soybeans 

more risks about the same as less risks than other farmers? 



IS.a) On the fields you farm which are D slopes, with Ida-Monona soils, and which are 
not terraced, what tillage system and crop rotation do you use? 

Tillage: 
Shallow Disk (residue cover> 20%) __ 
No Till ( use anhydrous) __ 
No Till ( no deep soil disturbance) __ 
Ridge TilI_ 
Other 

Rotation: 
Corn Bean Rotation 
Continuous Corn 
Other 
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IS.b.) On similar fields, but which do have terraces, what tillage and rotation systems do 
you use? 

Tillage: 
Shallow Disk (residue cover> 20%) __ 
No Till ( use anhydrous) _ 
No Till ( no deep soil disturbance) __ 
Ridge TilI_ 
Other 

Rotation: 
Corn Bean Rotation 
Continuous Corn 
Other 

16.) How many acres do you farm each year for cash grain? 
200-400 __ 400-600 _ 600-800 _ 800-1000 _ If more, roughly how many? 

Thank you - Please make any comments on the back of this sheet. 
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